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Abstract
The orientational changes of cylinders in Polystyrene-b-Polybutadiene (PS-b-PB) diblock
copolymer thin films during solvent vapor annealing (SVA) was investigated using White-
Light Interferometry (WLI) and time-resolved grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scattering
(GISAXS). The SVA procedure was performed with three different solvents of varying selec-
tivity to the two blocks: Ethyl Acetate (EAC), Toluene (TOL) and Cyclohexane (CHX). A
change from standing to lying cylinders was found using all three solvents. The orientational
change appears to depend on the minimal polymer volume fraction ϕmin of the film, and
different threshold values were found for each solvent: ϕmin,EAC = 0.66, ϕmin,TOL = 0.63,
ϕmin,CHX = 0.49. In one experiment with CHX, the switch from standing to lying cylin-
ders happens through a disordered phase spanning 15 minutes. This, along with other
circumstantial evidence, hints at the timescales of structural changes.
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1 Introduction
Block copolymers are a class of materials consisting of different linear polymer chains
(blocks) linked together by a covalent bond. Due to advances in synthetic methods, a rich
variety of precisely manufactured block copolymers are available[3]. By varying the length
of the polymer chains and the molecular constituents, block copolymers are equipped with
rich phase behaviour that has attracted a lot of attention in recent years.
Due to the chemical incompatibility of the different polymer chains, block copolymers
can separate locally and self-assemble into a wide variety of structures on length scales from
a few nanometers to several micrometers.
By confining a block copolymer to a thin film, structures tend to form with an orientation
relative to the surface. Directing the self-assembly of block copolymers in thin films are of
great interest for a number of applications such as microelectronics, separation membranes,
nanofluidics, photonics and biological scaffolds[36].
In the present work, an asymmetric Polystyrene-b-Polybutadiene (PS-b-PB) diblock
copolymer thin film is investigated. Asymmetric refers to the fact that the polymer chains
differ in length, and diblock indicates that it is composed of two polymer chains. Due to this
asymmetry, this system tends to self-assemble into cylindrical Polystyrene microdomains
embedded in a Polybutadiene matrix.
Due to the preparation methods of block copolymer films, the samples are usually
equipped with a defect-rich morphology. In order to combat these defects and improve
long-range order, a method known as solvent vapor annealing (SVA)[36] has been gaining
momentum. By exposing the sample to a solvent atmosphere and subsequent drying, the
resulting film structure can be controlled to varying degree.
This thesis is an attempt to characterize the dynamics of the polymer during SVA by
an investigation of structural changes. Through a series of experiments performed from
2012-2015, SVA of PS-b-PB thin films have been investigated using three solvents of varying
selectivity. The analysis of the data from these experiments constitute the bulk of the work
performed in this thesis.
In order to characterize the structure of thin films, a method known Grazing-Incidence
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) was used. By illuminating the sample with X-rays
at grazing angles, the beam is reflected and give rise to interference patterns due to the
film structure. The primary advantage of using GISAXS for structural determination is the
fact that it can be used in-situ. The experiment is set up so that GISAXS data is collected
roughly every 10 seconds while the SVA procedure is running.
However, the GISAXS method comes with a few caveats. Due to the low intensity of the
scattered X-rays, experiments has to be performed at a synchrotron. The data contained
in this thesis was collected at the CHESS facility at Cornell University[9]. Furthermore,
GISAXS data is notoriously difficult to work with – in many cases only qualitative charac-
terization can be extracted.
As the experiments contained in this work contain thousands of GISAXS intensity pat-
terns, some amount of automated data-reduction must be performed in order to compare
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experimental parameters and system dynamics. Part of the purpose of this thesis is to
demonstrate how such data-reduction can be performed in a systematic way.
1.1 Structure of the thesis
Chapter 2 contains some of the fundamentals required to understand polymer thermody-
namics and the GISAXS experiment. Chapter 3 describes the details of the experiments
performed at CHESS. Chapter 4 is a presentation of the results from these experiment and
a thorough description of the choices made in the data reduction. Chapter 5 is a discus-
sion of the methodology, the obtained results and a comparison to relevant experiments in
literature.
2 Theory
In this chapter, fundamentals relevant to the diblock copolymer thin film experiments will
be presented. This includes an introduction to the thermodynamics of diblock copolymers
and an overview of the GISAXS scattering technique. To illustrate the modelling aspect
of GISAXS, a couple of examples from cylinder systems are investigated. Finally, some
theoretical and practical aspects of X-ray reflectivity experiments are presented.
2.1 Diblock copolymer thermodynamics
Polymers are macromolecules composed of several identical molecular units linked together
by covalent bonds. By linking two chemically distinct polymer chains (A and B) together
a block copolymer is formed. Block copolymers come in several architectures depending on
how the polymers are linked. The simplest configuration is the (A-B) diblock copolymer
(DBCP), where the two blocks are linked together as shown in Figure 2.1. For the purposes
of this thesis, only DBCPs in the amorphous state are considered (also known as a polymer
melt).
DBCPs in bulk are mainly characterized by three parameters[2]. The overall degree of
polymerization N is given by the total number of monomer units NA+NB. The composition
fA =
VA
V
represents the volume fraction of the A-block. Lastly, the dimensionless Flory-Huggins
parameter χ describes the incompatibility between the two blocks due to the enthalpic and
entropic effects. The first two parameters N and fA are regulated in the polymerization
process, while χ depends on the chemical composition of the polymers. For the materials
considered here, the Flory-Huggins parameter χ has a temperature dependence[2]
χ ≈ αT−1 + β (2.1)
where α > 0 is related to the enthalpy and β is related to entropy. Both are experimentally
determined constants depending on the composition fA.
The covalent bond in the DBCP restricts the separation of the polymer chains and, in
effect, prohibits macroscopic separation. For this reason, DBCPs are equipped with rich
Figure 2.1 Schematic of a diblock copolymer. From [2].
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Figure 2.2 Theoretical phase diagram of DBCPs based on self-consistent mean field theory. From
[16].
phase behaviour depending on on χ, N and fA. As one might expect, shorter chains and
increasing temperature (decreasing χ) leads to a disordered system, while an increase in χ
and N allows the DBCP to locally separate on the scale of nanometers – also known in
literature as microphase separation.
For this reason, the product χN dictates the phase behaviour of the DBCP and describes
the strength of the segregation. For χN ≪ 1 the DBCP is in a disordered state. As χN
approaches values on the order of 10, a transition to an ordered state occurs[2]. This is
commonly known as the Order-Disorder Transition (ODT).
Depending on the composition fA and χN , different structures are possible. Figure
2.2 shows a theoretical phase diagram based on self-consistent mean field theory[26] and a
sketch of the possible structures. Note that, in most cases, navigating the phase diagram
during an experiment is only possible along the vertical χN axis. Changing f requires the
synthesis of a new polymer.
When obtaining the PS-b-PB diblock copolymer, values of fA and N are usually not
given. However, if the molecular weights M and densities ρ of the PS and PB blocks are
know, N can be found using[29]:
N = MPB/ρPB +MPS/ρPS
MS/ρPS
, (2.2)
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Figure 2.3 Possible alignments in lamellar-forming (A,B) and cylinder-forming (C,D) DBCP thin
films. From [35].
where MS is the weight of the Polystyrene monomer. The polymer volume fraction of the
Polystyrene block can be found using:
fPS =
MPSρPB
ρPSMPB .
(2.3)
2.1.1 Diblock copolymer thin films
When confining a DBCP to a thin (5-500nm) film on a substrate, the system morphologies
become much more complicated to describe theoretically. For lamellar-forming DBCPs, it
has been suggested that film thickness and interactions at the interfaces (air and substrate)
are important parameters[33].
Confining a DBCP to a thin film generally introduces an alignment of the structure either
parallel or perpendicular to the substrate as illustrated in Figure 2.3. As mentioned in the
introduction, the thermodynamic processes that governs the formation of the microdomains
and alignment in thin films are still under investigation.
2.1.2 Diblock copolymer in solution
when introducing a solvent to a DBCP, the enthalpic interactions between the polymer
chains are changed. This corresponds to a reduction in χ to an effective Flory-Huggins
paramter χeff. Generally, this reduction can be approximated by[25]:
χeff = ϕ(χAB +∆χ) = ϕ(χAB + χA-S − χB-S)
where ϕ is the polymer volume fraction. For thin films, this is simply the ratio between the
thickness of the dry and wet film
ϕ = Ddry
D
.
χAB is the interaction between the A and B block of the polymer as described by equation
(2.1). χA-S and χB-S describe the solvent interaction with the A and B block, respectively.
When the A and B blocks interact equally with the solvent, we say that the solvent is
nonselective and obtain χeff = ϕχ[17].
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In order to determine the selectivity of the copolymer blocks with regards to the solvent,
the Hildebrand solubility parameter δH is typically used. Qualitatively, materials with similar
values of δH are likely to be miscible. As the difference in solubility parameters of two
materials (∆δH) decrease, the more easily they mix.
2.1.3 Solvent vapor annealing
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the effects of solvent vapor annealing (SVA).
By introducing/removing solvent from a sample, we can control χeff and navigate the phase
diagram from Figure 2.2 vertically. By varying the swelling/drying process, we aim to better
understand the mechanisms of self-assembly.
As the microstructures are nanometer-sized objects, they are elusive to investigate di-
rectly. For this reason, x-ray scattering experiments are performed on the thin films in
order to resolve the buried structures. The next section deals with the theory needed to
understand the specifics of these experiments.
2.2 Scattering theory
In order to investigate the structures in the DBCP thin films presented in this thesis,
it is advantageous to make use of x-ray scattering techniques. There are several reasons
for this[34], but the primary advantage is the ability to monitor the experiment in-situ.
Specifically, it is possible to get a spectrum roughly every 10 seconds while the experiment
is running, providing valuable information about the structural changes over time.
The technique used in our experiments is known as Grazing Incidence Small-Angle X-
ray Scattering (GISAXS). As the theory is a little involved, this section starts off with
some general concepts from scattering theory in order to set the stage. This includes an
introduction to X-ray Reflectometry (XR), which is a supplementary scattering technique
that we make use of.
2.2.1 General concepts
This section provides some general concepts about scattering theory. It is primarily based
on the introductory chapters in “Elements of Modern X-ray physics” by Jens Als-Nielsen
and Des McMorrow[1].
Very briefly, X-ray scattering is a series of experimental methods widely used in many
branches of materials science. As the structures of interest are smaller than the wavelength
of visible light (λ < 100nm), conventional microscopes lose their usefulness. To overcome
this, samples are illuminated by X-rays (λ ≈ 0.1nm) and the scattered light can be measured
to obtain information about the structure.
The typical scattering experiment is performed by illuminating a sample with an X-rays
beam and measuring the scattered intensity Isc. From classical electrodynamics, we know
that the electric field of an electromagnetic wave is given by[13]
E(r, t) = ϵˆE0 exp(i(k · r − ωt)) ,
where ϵˆ is the polarization vector, E0 is the amplitude of the wave, k is the wavevector
and ω the frequency. The wavevector k points in the direction of propagation and has
the magnitude |k| = 2π/λ. The intensity of an electromagnetic wave is proportional to the
modulus square of the electric field:
Isc ∝ |E|2 = E20 . (2.4)
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Figure 2.4 The archetypical scattering experiment and scattering geometry. The scattering vector
is defined as q = k − k′
Figure 2.4 illustrates the central concepts in a scattering experiment. An X-ray beam of
wavelength λ impinges on the sample along the wavevector k and the beam is scattered
along k′ as the incident beam interacts with electrons in the sample. The detector is then
able to record the intensity Isc of the scattered x-rays at the angle θ.
The primary physical process in classical X-ray scattering is the interaction between
electromagnetic waves and matter. The electromagnetic wave exerts a force on electrons in
the sample and the electrons, in turn, emit electromagnetic radiation as spherical waves. In
the classical description, this process is elastic (momentum is conserved), and the wavelength
of the scattered wave is equal to that of the incident wave. In the quantum-mechanical
description, photons transfer energy to the electrons and there is a shift in the wavelength
of the scattered photons. This process is known as inelastic scattering.
For the structures studied in this thesis, elastic scattering is the primary mechanism
being exploited in order to characterize the system. For this reason, inelastic scattering is
ignored for the remainder of this chapter.
In scattering theory, the geometry outlined in Figure 2.4 is generally adopted. The
incident wave propagates along the wave vector k and is scattered along k′. The scattering
vector is defined as q = k−k′. Due to the elastic nature of the scattering, we have |k| = |k′|.
As we shall see, the scattering vector q turns out to be a natural way to describe a scattering
process.
Because detectors record the scattered intensity, there is no information about the phase
of the scattered beam (see equation (2.4)). For this reason, the scattered intensity is in-
herently ambiguous and it is generally impossible to reconstruct the sample using only the
scattering data. To account for this, it is necessary to construct a model of the sample in
order to interpret the scattering data.
How this model is constructed depends on the circumstances of the experiment, but
there are some general features worth highlighting. In most cases, the model consists of a
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form factor describing the constituents and a structure factor describing the arrangement
of these constituents. As an example, the scattering from a single atom has the form factor
F (q, ~ω) =
∫
V
ρ(r)eiq·rdr + f ′(~ω) + if ′′(~ω)
= f0(q) + f ′(~ω) + if ′′(~ω)
(2.5)
where ρ(r) is the electron density in real space and V is the volume of the atom. The
functions f ′ and f ′′ are dispersion corrections accounting for binding energies and absorption
effects, respectively1. In the elastic approximation f ′ and f ′′ are set to zero and the form
factor is essentially a Fourier transform of the electron density. Furthermore, in the limit
q → 0, the form factor is simply the atomic number F (q) = Z. The usefulness of the Form
Factor comes from the fact that the scattered intensity Isc is the modulus square of the
Form Factor:
Isc = |F (q)|2 . (2.6)
If a number of atoms compose a molecule, the total form factor of this arrangement is
Fmol(q) =
∑
j
Fj(q)eiq·rj ,
where the molecules each have form factor Fj(q) and position rj . To expand the model
even further, these molecules can be placed on a crystal lattice where Rn represents the
position vector of lattice site n. The total scattering amplitude of the crystal then becomes
F tot(q) =
[
Fmol(q)
] ·∑
n
eiq·Rn .
In this example, the form factor is Fmol(q) and the structure factor is
∑
n eiq·Rn . The thin-
film system found in this thesis has a form factor consisting of cylinders with a homogeneous
electron density and a structure factor being a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. In Small-
Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS), particles are often diluted, so the form factor becomes a
sum of all possible orientations ⟨F (q)⟩ and the structure factor goes to one (corresponding
to no interaction between individual particles). Generally, X-ray scattering experiments
measure contrast and regularity of electron density.
Having specified the model, we can express the scattered intensity Isc(q) as a function
of the scattering vector. Adopting the geometry from Figure 2.4, the length of q can be
expressed as a function of the scattering angle θ:
|q| = 2|k| sin θ = 4π
λ
sin θ
Because q is in units of inverse lengths, detector images are commonly referred to as being
in reciprocal space. If the model is specified with the right assumptions and the experiment
has good conditions, various properties of the sample can be derived from I(q). A com-
mon, useful example is known as Bragg’s Law, which gives the condition for constructive
interference from a crystal lattice:
mλ = 2d sin θ (2.7)
1 Values of f ′ and f ′′ are tabulated for atoms in the periodic table[18, 19]
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where m is an integer and d is the distance between lattice planes. By measuring the
distance between “bright” spots in reciprocal space, the distance d can be derived.
2.2.2 Reflection and refraction of x-rays
Due to the geometry of a GISAXS experiment, a treatment of x-ray reflection and refraction
is needed. Like geometric optics in the visible range, reflection and refraction in a medium
can be described through a refractive index n[38]. The refractive index depends on the
frequency ω of the incident light, and for X-rays it turns out that the refractive index is
slightly less than unity. A consequence of n < 1, is that total external reflection is possible
as x-rays pass from air to medium. The refractive index due to X-rays is expressed as
n = 1− δ + iβ
where δ is related to dispersion and β is related to absorption. δ is on the order of 10−5,
while β is on the order of 10−8 and both can be derived from material properties. For
our purposes the absorption contribution is ignored. By invoking Snell’s law[38], a good
approximation of the critical angle can be found as
αc ≈
√
2δ .
To describe the reflection and transmission at an interface, the Fresnel equations for X-rays
can be worked out. To preserve consistency of the theory, these are represented in reciprocal
space. The reflectivity r(q) and transmittivity t(q) at an interface is:
r(q) = q − q
′
q + q′ ; t(q) =
2q
q + q′ (2.8)
where q is the wavevector magnitude of the reflected wave and q′ is the wavevector magnitude
of the transmitted wave. The corresponding intensity reflectivity and transmittivity can be
found as the absolute square of r(q) and t(q).
While this describes the behaviour at an interface, the details become somewhat more
involved when applying the theory to a sample consisting of multiple layers of varying
thickness and refractive index. This is due to the existence of multiple reflection/refraction
events between layers. To account for these events, a method known as Parratt’s exact
recursive method[31] can be applied.
Parratt’s method exactly solves the reflectivity of a system of N layers, each with thick-
ness ∆j and refractive index nj = 1−δj+iβj . We want to describe the reflectivity amplitude
as a function of the scattering vector r(q). This is done through a recursive formula where
rj,j+1 describes the reflectivity at interface j to j + 1:
rN−2,N−1 =
r′N−2,N−1 + rN−1,Np2N−1
1 + r′N−2,N−1rN−1,Np2N−1 ,
(2.9)
where
p2j = ei∆jqj
and
qj =
√
q2 − 8k2δj + i8k2βj .
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r′j,j+1 is the the Fresnel reflectivity in the absence of multiple reflections (equation (2.8)).
In order to solve the recursive equations, the substrate is assumed to be infinitely thick
and not have any multiple reflections. In practice this means setting rN,N+1 = 0 and then
work out the equations recursively till the top layer is reached. After working through this
procedure, we end up with the total reflectivity amplitude r0,1, which is at the interface
between the first layer and and vacuum.
The total reflectivity intensity |r0,1|2 corresponds to a measurable quantity in an exper-
iment. By varying the incident angle αi (effectively varying q) over a suitable range and
measuring the specular intensity, it is possible to obtain data to compare with equation
(2.9).
It is important to note that the Parratt formalism only accounts for layers of homoge-
neous refractive index parallel to the surface. For this reason, X-ray reflectivity measure-
ments only give information about the vertical structure of the film.
Roughness
The Parratt formalism can be extended to include a roughness of the surface and interfaces.
This can be done in a variety of ways, the simplest of which is an uncorrelated height profile
h(x, y) describing the height h at a position (x, y) on the interface.
To account for this roughness in reflectivity studies, a Nevot-Croce[39] factor is added to
the Fresnel reflectivities (without multiple scattering). The adjusted reflectivity r˜′j,j+1 is:
r˜′j,j+1 = r′j,j+1 exp
(
−12(qjqj+1)σ
2
j
)
(2.10)
where σ =
√⟨h2⟩ is called the root-mean-square roughness.
2.2.3 Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering
By combining the phenomena from sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we can now describe a scattering
experiment in reflection geometry. Specifically, this section describes Grazing Incidence
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS). GISAXS is an experimental scattering method
used in the characterization of interfaces and surfaces.
The geometry of a typical GISAXS experiment is outlined in Figure 2.5. The X-ray
impinges on the sample at an incident angle αi and is scattered through an exit angle
αf and an out-of-plane angle 2θf. Using this geometry and assuming elastic scattering,
coordinates in reciprocal space become[28]:
qx =
2π
λ
[cos(2θf) cos(αf)− cos(αi)] ,
qy =
2π
λ
[sin(2θf) cos(αf)] ,
qz =
2π
λ
[sin(αi) + sin(αf)] .
The lateral scattering vector is defined as
q∥ =
√
q2x + q2y
and is approximately equal to qy. Samples in this thesis consist of a polymer film deposited
on a substrate. Due to the difference in critical angle of the polymer and substrate, the
experiment can be tuned to investigate different characteristics of the sample. Given that
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Figure 2.5 GISAXS Geometry. Reprinted with permission from http://gisaxs.de[27].
αc,p and αc,s are critical angles of the polymer and substrate and that αc,p < αc,s, three
experimental regimes can be identified[28]:
• αi < αc,p: Evanescent regime
• αi > αc,s: Kinematic regime
• αc,p < αi < αc,s: Dynamical regime
The evanescent regime takes its name from the evanescent wave that occurs along an inter-
face during total external reflection. The evanescent wave typically has a penetration depth
of a few nanometers[1], so this regime is only useful in the study of surface structures. The
kinematic regime corresponds to an X-ray experiment in transmission geometry and probes
the sample and substrate as a typical scattering experiment described in section 2.2.1.
In the dynamical regime, the X-ray is reflected off the substrate and, in effect, probes
the inner structure of the film. As the inner structure of thin films is the focus of this thesis,
all experiments are carried out in this regime. Other than restricting the beam path to the
film, a significant advantage of this regime is the footprint effect[20] as illustrated in Figure
2.6. If a beam of height h impinges on a film of thickness d at an angle αi, the beam path
has length 2dsinαi and footprint
h
sinαi . Since αi is on the order of 0.1
◦, a GISAXS experiment
is equipped with great statistical averaging due to illuminating a significant part of the
sample.
Due to the geometry of a GISAXS experiment, the scattering theory has some added
complexity compared to the treatment from section 2.2.1. In the dynamic regime, reflection
events within the film contribute to the particle form factors. The Distorted-Wave Born
Approximation (DWBA)[41] accounts for the first 4 terms of these events as illustrated
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Figure 2.6 The footprint effect. A beam of height h impinges on a film of thickness d at an angle
αi. The beam path length in the film is 2d/sinαi. The footprint is h/sinα.
Figure 2.7 The Distorted Wave Born Approximation. From [8]. The First term is the Born
Approximation.
in Figure 2.7. A coherent sum of these events, weighted by the corresponding Fresnel
reflectivities rF, gives the effective form factor[34]
FDWBA = F (q1) + rF(αi)F (q2) + rF(αf)F (q3) + rF(αf)rF (αi)F (q4) . (2.11)
In experiments with nano-structures, the form factors are typically expressed in terms of
geometric objects (rather than atoms and molecules) and many of them are tabulated in
literature[23]. As an example, a vertical cylinder of height H and radius R has the form
factor:
Fcyl(q, R,H) = 2πR2H
J1(q∥R)
q∥
sinc
(
qzH
2
)
exp
(
− iqzH2
)
, (2.12)
where sinc is the cardinal sine and J1 is the Bessel function of the first order.
Similar to the form factor, the structure factor of a thin-film system has some additional
theoretical considerations. Because the film thickness is comparable to the size of the
embedded nano-objects, the structure factor S(q∥) is generally described in two dimensions
parallel to the film. Having defined the form factor and structure factor in the model, the
scattered intensity can be found in the usual fashion:
Isc(q) = |FDWBA|2S(q∥)
As one might expect at this point, working out these models in practice can become rather
cumbersome. For this reason, I have chosen to lean on the software program BornAgain[11]
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Figure 2.8 Annotated GISAXS intensity map. DB is the direct beam and S is the specular peak.
From the CHX-2013-01 experiment. 65 minutes into first drying, D = 469nm and samx = -0.4.
to implement the relevant models. In addition, theoretical treatment of vertical[43] and
horizontal[24] cylinder structures exist in literature.
General features of GISAXS maps
In order to illustrate the features of a GISAXS spectrum, Figure 2.8 shows an annotated
result from an experiment. The raw data consists of a 1024 × 1024 matrix where each
element represents the intensity at that point on the detector. To better distinguish details
of the detector image, the values of this matrix are represented on a logarithmic color scale.
The axes of the figure has been converted into reciprocal space in order to better analyze
the data. This procedure requires some details about the experiment, and is explained in
section 3.5.
The blue vertical bar is due to a beamstop – an object placed in front of the detector in
order to block the high intensity of the direct (DB) and reflected (S) beam. The horizontal
bar is known as the Yoneda Band[42] and is an area where the scattered signal is enhanced
due to multiple scattering events within the film. This band is located between the critical
angles of the polymer and substrate.
Lastly, Figure 2.8 feature a number of scattering peaks. These are interference pat-
terns that allows us to analyze the film structure. While the details of this interference is
complicated by the geometry, it is conceptually similar to Bragg’s Law (equation (2.7)).
2.2.4 Useful Conversions
When working with scattering models, material properties can be represented in a vari-
ety of ways. This section contains a short list of some useful conversions to be used later
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on. In scattering theory, the scattering properties of a material is often described through
the Scattering Length Density (SLD). The scattering length density is simply the electron
density ρe [electrons/volume] multiplied by the Thomson scattering length r0. The Thom-
son scattering length is a fundamental length in scattering experiments that describes the
scattering ability of a single electron. It is expressed in fundamental units as
r0 =
e2
4πϵ0mec2
≈ 2.818× 10−15m .
Knowing the composition of a sample, the electron density can be found as
ρe =
ρNa
Ma
f0 ,
where ρ is the density, Ma is the molar mass, NA is Avogadro’s number and f0 is the atomic
scattering factor from equation (2.5). As mentioned in section 2.2.1, f0 can be approximated
by the atomic number Z when doing experiments with typical wavelengths (λ ≈ 0.1nm).
In other cases, the values of f0 are tabulated in literature[18].
When working with GISAXS models, materials are often described through their re-
fractive index n rather than by Scattering Length Density. Ignoring absorption effects, the
refractive index is given by n = 1− δ and the value of δ is given by:
δ = λ
2r0
2π ρe .
Combining these expressions, the scattering length can be expressed in terms of δ:
SLD ≈ 2π
λ2
δ ,
which is an approximation due to absorption being ignored.
2.3 Cylinder models
In this section, modelling of cylinder structures in relation to GISAXS experiments are
investigated. This is done both through a review of existing literature and by simulations
using the BornAgain software. As touched upon in section 2.1.1, thin films of cylinder-
forming DBCPs tend to align either perpendicular or parallel to the substrate. With this in
mind, models of standing and lying cylinders in thin films are investigated in the following
sections.
2.3.1 BornAgain
BornAgain[11] is a software package developed for simulating and fitting GISAXS data. By
constructing a sample using the BornAgain Python API, simulated GISAXS images are
created and displayed. The Python scripts used to create the following simulations can be
found in the Appendix.
2.3.2 Hexagonal packing of cylinders
In some cases[24, 43], cylinders in thin films have been observed to have a hexagonal packing.
To assists the modelling, this section contains a few notes on the 2-dimensional hexagonal
packing and how it relates to the sample parameters.
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Given a hexagonal packing of standing cylinders and composition fA, a relationship be-
tween the microdomain size (expressed through the radius R of the cylinders) and hexagonal
spacing t can be found. Given a hexagon with a circle at each vertex and in the center, the
circles inside the hexagon have total area
Acircles = 3πR2 ,
where r is the radius of the circle. The hexagon itself has total area
Ahexagon =
3
√
3
2 t
2 ,
where t is the side length of the hexagon. The packing density (which is equal to the volume
fraction) is then given by
fA =
Acircles
Ahexagon
= 2πR
2
√
3t2
(2.13)
and the limit case (hexagonal close packing) is when t = 2r, which gives packing density
fA =
π
2
√
3
≈ 0.9069 .
In many cases, experiments only provide information about the hexagonal spacing. By
rearranging equation (2.13), the microdomain size (which is related to R) can be expressed
as:
R =
√
2π
fA
t
31/4
. (2.14)
Since fA is known from the polymer, this can help estimate R in experiments and models.
2.3.3 Homogeneous film
In this section, I will briefly describe a model of a homogeneous film. The reason for this
is to illustrate how the introduction of structure in the sample changes the GISAXS map.
Figure 2.9 shows a simulated GISAXS map of a 200 nm homogeneous film with surface
roughness σ = 5nm (see section 2.2.2). In the absence of surface roughness, only the direct
and reflected beam will be visible as no scattering happens.
2.3.4 Standing Cylinders
In order to construct the standing cylinder model, we describe the sample through a set
of parameters. Dfilm is the film thickness and R is the cylinder radius. In the case where
the cylinders are arranged in a hexagonal lattice, t describes the center-to-center hexagonal
spacing. Using equation (2.14), the cylinder radius is described through the polymer volume
fraction fA and hexagonal lattice constant t.
Lastly, The materials that make up the sample are described through their δ-values (see
section 2.2.2). As an initial probe, Figure 2.10 is a simulation of cylinders with no interfer-
ence between them (S(q) = 1). The “rod-like” features of Figure 2.10 are a general feature
of structure perpendicular to the surface commonly known as Bragg rods. The modulations
in intensity is due to waveguide effects in the film[22].
To expand on the model, a structure factor can be added by modelling the interference
between cylinders in the film. Due to the amorphous nature of the polymers, the interference
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Figure 2.9 Homogeneous flat film with Dfilm = 200 nm and σ = 5 nm.
Figure 2.10 Simulation of perpendicular cylinders in a thin film with no interference between
cylinders. Dfilm = 200 nm, R = 15 nm, t = 34.1 nm (calculated using fA = 0.7).
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is typically described as a paracrystal[21]. A paracrystal is, as the name suggests, a state
of matter that lies somewhere between a regular crystal lattice and a disordered system
described through a pair-correlation function[28]. Briefly, the location of particles in a
paracrystal are described through a probability density function and a set of lattice vectors.
In one dimension, the paracrystal is generated by placing a particle at the origin and
then having a second particle placed with distance x described through a probability density
p(x) that peaks at a mean value D. The third particle is then added a distance y from the
second particle by a probability:
p2(y) =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(x)p(y − x)dx .
By iterating this, the pair correlation function can be built up step-by-step. In the examples
presented here, a Gaussian probability density is used:
p(x) = 1
ω
√
2π
exp
(
− (x−D)
2
ω2
)
. (2.15)
The fourier transform of p(x) gives the probability density in reciprocal spacee
P (q) = 12 exp
(
−q
2ω2
4
)
exp(iqD)
and the structure factor is[24]:
S(q) = Re
(
1 + P (q)
1− P (q)
)
. (2.16)
The fraction ω/D is a measure of order in the system known as the paracrystal distortion
factor. The paracrystal approach turns out to be a useful description in scattering experi-
ments as it quantifies some common features of detector images; mainly the disappearance
of higher-order Bragg peaks due to the lack of long range order. For ω/D = 0.25, typically
only first order Bragg peaks remain and ω/D = 0.5 resembles a disordered system[28].
When expanding the paracrystal model to two dimensions, four parameters are needed
to describe the paracrystalline order; two distortions for each lattice vector2. In the case of
hexagonal packing, all four order parameters are set to the same value due to symmetry.
Given these definitions, we end up with several parameters characterizing the final sam-
ple. An overview of these parameters are shown in Table 2.1. Figure 2.11 shows a simulation
using the parameters from Table 2.1.
The geometric parameters in Table 2.1 were chosen to be representative for the system
investigated herein. Dfilm is known from the WLI measurements and fA is known from
the polymer composition . The δ-values were obtained from Di et al. [10]. The paracrystal
distortion factor was chosen in order for higher order Bragg rods to remain (see Müller-
Buschbaum [28] for details).
Qualitatively, Figure 2.11 only vaguely resembles the images we see in experiment. There
are, however, some features that are worth highlighting. First, The distance dy from qy = 0
to the first peak along qy depends on the hexagonal center-to-center distance between the
cylinders and can be approximated to the distance t in real space through:
t ≈ 2π
dy
. (2.17)
2 Similarly, a three-dimensional paracrystal needs 9 parameters.
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Table 2.1 Table of model parameters
Description Value
Dfilm Film thickness 200nm
R Cylinder radius 15nm
fA Polymer volume fraction 0.7
ω/D Paracrystal distortion factor 0.05
δPS PS δ value 2.17 · 10−6
δPB PB δ value 1.88 · 10−6
δSi Substrate δ value 6.08 · 10−6
Figure 2.11 Simulation of vertical cylinders in a thin film. Parameters used are shown in Table
2.1. The center-to-center hexagonal spacing is t = 34.1nm
Note, however, that the pattern observed in Figure 2.11 is very similar to (for example) a
square lattice. As such, the precise geometry of the interference function can be difficult to
infer from the detector image. Second, the paracrystal approach lets us quantify the lateral
ordering of the cylinders through the appearance and disappearance of higher-order Bragg
rods. This can be a useful feature when doing time-resolved GISAXS.
Finally, a complete analytical treatment of this system has been performed in great
detail by Yoon et al. [43]. The results from this section correspond qualitatively well with
their findings.
2.3.5 Lying cylinders
In modelling lying cylinders, some additional challenges come up due to the finite size of
the vertical ordering. BornAgain only allows for interference functions in the (x, y) plane,
so implementing lying cylinders in a hexagonal lattice is problematic.
In order to describe a hexagonal ordering of parallel cylinders, we turn to the work
of Lee et al. [24]. This article present some theoretical results applicable to our system.
Notably, Figure 2.12 is a simulation of horizontal cylinders in a hexagonal pattern along
with a schematic of the geometry in real and reciprocal space.
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Figure 2.12 Left: Simulation of lying cylinders in a hexagonal from Lee et al. [24]. R and T indicate
diffraction peaks due to the transmitted and reflected beam, respectively. Right: Schematic of the
dimensions in real and reciprocal space. From Papadakis et al. [30].
.
Figure 2.12 provides some useful tools in the characterization of lying cylinders. Fist,
lying and standing cylinders can be qualitatively distinguished. In the case of lying cylinders,
distinct peaks, known as Diffuse Bragg Reflections (DBR), appear in the detector plane.
Furthermore, the hexagonal spacing can once again be found by measuring the distance to
the first qy peak similar to equation (2.17).
This concludes the, somewhat rudimentary, discussion of cylinder structures in thin films.
As a short summary, the film structure can be characterized qualitatively by recognizing
either Bragg Rods or Diffuse Bragg Reflections on the detector. The lattice spacing can be
found by investigating the position of the qy peak. Lastly, the degree of order (in terms of
ω/D) in the system can be characterized by the sharpness of the peaks.
2.4 X-ray reflectivity
In this section, X-ray reflectivity (XR) experiment and data analysis is reviewed. While
equation (2.9) describes the applied theory, there are some practical considerations worth
mentioning.
The reflectivity experiment is performed by measuring the reflected beam as a function
of incident angle (and in effect, qz). This data can then be compared with a model consisting
of homogeneous layers according to the Parratt formalism contained in equation (2.9). As
the modelling and fitting of XR data can be cumbersome, it can be advantageous to make
use of an existing software package.
2.4.1 Choice of software
In [40] data analysis strategies for x-ray (and neutron) reflectivity data are reviewed. They
find that genetic algorithms are “by far superior” to traditional methods, but that they may
fail when layers are not well-defined.
GenX[5] is a software package for fitting X-ray and neutron reflectivity data using the
differential evolution algorithm. This fitting strategy alongside the intuitive interface and
flexible Python API has made GenX a obvious choice for working with reflectivity data.
GenX utilizes the Parratt formalism for multilayers as described in section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.13 Schematic of the XR model used in GenX.
2.4.2 Model
Following the analysis in [10], our sample is modelled as outlined in Figure 2.13. The
substrate layer consisting of Si has roughness σ = 0 and a fixed scattering length density
(SLD). For the polymer and SiOx layer, SLD, roughess and thickness can be left as fitting
parameters.
2.4.3 Data preparation
To prepare for use in GenX, the reflectivity data are normalized through
R =
(
Idet
Imon
− IbackImon
)
Idirect
Imon
,
where Idet is the intensity at the detector, Iback is the background intensity, Idirect is the
direct beam and Imon is the intensity of the incident beam. Imon is needed in the normal-
ization as the synchrotron beam decays over time. Furthermore, a normalization factor is
used as a fitting parameter in GenX3. The beamline data is given as a function of the angle
α. I have chosen to convert this into qz[ nm−1] through:
qz =
4π
λ
sinα ,
where λ is the wavelength of the incident beam. To automate this process, a Python
method reformat_data_for_genx() has been implemented and provided in the appendix.
Furthermore, a thorough technical description of reflectivity at the D1 beamline can be
found at [37].
2.4.4 XR fitting strategies
Figure 2.14 is an example of an XR dataset and fit. The oscillations in the curve are known
as Kiessig fringes and are due to interference of waves reflected from the top and bottom
interfaces of the film[1]. The period of these fringes determine the film thickness. The
damping of the curve in Figure 2.14 is due to the roughness of the film as described in
section 2.2.2.
For this reason, it can be advantageous to leave out roughness as a fitting parameter
if one is only interested in the film thickness. These features are also useful while doing
experiments – a visual inspection of the XR data can hint at sample properties.
3 This is known as inst.setI0 in the program
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Figure 2.14 XR Example from the CHX-2012-02 sample. The fit obtains a film thickness of
194.7 nm. This value corresponds to the WLI measurement taken shortly before.
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3 Experiment
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the details of the experiments performed at the D1
beamline, CHESS at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. The experiments considered
in this thesis range over three individual visits in 2012, 2013 and 2015. All three visits
feature the same samples, solvents and a somewhat identical setup. Any differences will
be noted throughout the chapter. Furthermore, the author was only present at the 2015
experiments, so details about the 2012 and 2013 are second-hand.
3.1 Materials
The diblock copolymer used in all experiments is cylinder-forming Polystyrene-b-Polybutadeine
(PSPB) purchased from Polymer Source[32]. The chemical composition of PSPB is outlined
in Figure 3.1.
Using equations (2.2) and (2.3) along with the molecular weights provided by Polymer
Source allows us to determine the polymerization N and the polymer volume fraction fPS.
Using ρPB = 0.89 g/cm3, ρPS = 1.05 g/cm3, MS = 104.149 g/mol, MPB = 33700 g/mol,
MPS = 13600 g/mol[32, 29], we obtain
N = 512
fPS = 0.658 .
The Flory-Huggins parameter follows the temperature dependence (see section 2.1)
χ = αT−1 + β ,
where α = 21.6 ± 2.1 and β = 0.019 ± 0.005[29]. At room temperature (T = 300), we get
χRT ≈ 0.053 and χRTN ≈ 27.14, which is well above the ODT. For the subtrate, Silica (100)
wafers were used. The solvents used for SVA are Cyclohexane (CHX), Toluene and Ethyl
acetate (EAC). CHX is slightly selective for PB, Toluene is nonselective and EAC is slightly
selective for PS. Table 3.1 shows the solubility parameters for the solvents and polymers.
Figure 3.1 Chemical composition of PSPB[32].
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Table 3.1 Hildebrand solubility parameters (δH) for substances relevant to the experiment[6].
Substance Solubility parameter
Polybutadiene 8.5 (cal cm−3)1/2
Polystyrene 9.15 (cal cm−3)1/2
Ethyl Acetate 9.1 (cal cm−3)1/2
Toluene 8.9 (cal cm−3)1/2
Cyclohexane 8.2 (cal cm−3)1/2
3.2 Sample preparation
The sample was prepared by dissolving the polymer in Toluene and adding Irganox to avoid
crosslinking of the PB block[44]. In the 2015 experiments, Irganox was omitted from the
procedure.
To prepare the thin film, a method known as spin-coating was used. By placing a drop of
the polymer solution on a Silicon wafer and spinning at high speeds, the polymer is spread
out evenly across the wafer due to a combination of the centripetal force, the viscosity
and the surface tension. The spin-coating procedure also accelerates the evaporation of the
solvent and eventually creates a dry, flat polymer film[15].
The properties of the final film depend on the spin speed, spin time and polymer concen-
tration in the initial solution. In 2012 and 2013, the spin-coating procedure was performed
at 3000RPM, while in 2015 it was performed at 6000RPM.
3.3 Solvent vapor annealing
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the SVA setup used in experiments. The bubblers are bottles
containing solvents relevant to the experiment. By submerging a tube containing nitrogen
into the solvent, bubbles form, allowing small amounts of evaporated solvent to enter the
chamber.
Note that in 2012 and 2013 only one bubbler was attached – the second bubbler was
added to experiment with mixing of solvents. These experiments are outside the scope of
this thesis, however.
The atmosphere in the chamber is controlled by the three flow controllers (marked 1,2
and 3) and valve A. Valve A is controlled by a simple on/off switch, while the flow controllers
are controlled using computer software – either manually or through designated scripts.
A picture of the chamber is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that the vapor enters at high values
of samx. The “diffuser” was added for the experiments in 2015, as previous experiments
showed an inhomogeneity at high values of samx. The idea is to even out how the vapor
enters the sample.
3.4 Thickness measurements
To follow the film-thickness during experiments, a White-Light Interferometer1 (WLI) is
placed above the sample chamber as shown in Figure 3.2. As mentioned in section 2.1.2,
this data can be used to find the polymer volume fraction ϕ. The WLI measurements are
done with time intervals of roughly a second and are accurate to the order of nanometers.
1 FilMetrics F30 spectroscopic reflectometer
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of the SVA setup. Created by Anatoly V. Berezkin.
Figure 3.3 Sample chamber.
3.5 GISAXS
GISAXS measurements were performed on the D1 beamline at CHESS. The X-ray beam
has a wavelength λ = 0.116nm. The detector is a CCD camera with a pixel size of 46.9µm×
46.9µm. The sample-detector distance SD varied throughout the experiments, and is found
by using AgBh as a reference as described below. The incidence angle is fixed at αi = 0.14◦.
GISAXS measurements are taken roughly every 10 seconds. To avoid damage to the
film, the sample champer is moved 0.3mm along the x-axis (see Figure 3.2) between every
measurement. The sample position on the x-axis is known as samx2.
q-calibration
Using Braggs law (section 2.2.1), the sample-detector distance SD, can be expressed in terms
of the scattering vector q, a characteristic distance d and the wavelength λ:
2 The samx name is adopted from the software controlling the experiment.
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SD = q
tan
(
2 arcsin
(
λ
2d
)) .
Using this with a known substance allows us to calibrate the experiment. AgBh has a
characteristic distance d = 5.838 nm, so this can be used to find the sample-detector distance
if the pixel size of the detector is known. Knowing the sample-detector distance, in turn,
fixes distances in reciprocal space. For this reason, the necessary variables to perform data
analysis are: pixel size, beam center, detector distance and wavelength. It is possible to fit
all of these variables at once, but usually only the sample-detector distance is unknown.
3.5.1 X-ray reflectometry (XR)
To determine the thickness and roughness of the polymer film, X-ray reflectometry can be
used alongside WLI measurements. The details of XR are described in section 2.4. In order
to obtain the data for XR, the D1 beamline is a equipped with a point-detector at the
specular angle. By varying the incidence angle αi over the desired domain, a reflectivity
curve is obtained. It is important to note that a sufficient reflectivity profile requires 300-
500 points, so the film will likely be damaged after the procedure. For this reason, the XR
measurements are done outside the x-axis range of GISAXS and never in the same spot.
4 Results
This chapter will present the results obtained from the D1 beamline at chess over the course
of three separate visits. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are some differences in the setup
between the visits. I will try to emphasize these differences where applicable.
Due to the large number of experiments, they are categorized by solvent and year.
Throughout the text, the naming scheme [SOLVENT]-[YEAR]-[ID] is used. As an example,
CHX-2013-04 refers to the fourth experiment using Cyclohexane in 2013. Furthermore, the
data from 2015 will be treated separately due to the absence of Irganox in the sample.
4.1 Procedure
This section is an outline of the procedure used in the data analysis. To give a better
understanding of the steps taken, the procedure is exemplified via the CHX-2012-01 dataset.
The reason for this choice is that the data shows some promising results, but also because
it exemplifies some of the problems with the experiment. Generally, the steps taken during
data analysis are the following:
1. View data
2. Synchronize data
3. Perform line integration
4. Perform peak fitting on integrated profiles
5. Perform fitting of reflectivity data
6. Summarize
4.1.1 View data
The data obtained in the experiments are: Thickness measurements, GISAXS images, X-
ray reflectivity curves and a datafile with information about the GISAXS images. Doing a
preliminary, manual inspection of these data immediately reveals some crucial details about
the experiment.
The thickness measurements yield information about the polymer volume fraction ϕ (see
section 2.1.2). Specifically the minimal value ϕmin, corresponding to the maximal swelling
of the film, turns out to be an important parameter in quantifying the structural changes.
In the case of CHX-2012-02, we obtain ϕmin = 0.49.
The raw GISAXS images can be used to infer the morphologies via a visual inspection.
As seen in section 2.3, the GISAXS images will have qualitative features depending on the
orientation and order of the cylinder morphologies. Figure 4.1 shows six images taken during
the first sweeling (A-C) and drying (D-F). Figure 4.1 displays a rich variety of features. We
see what looks like standing cylinders in a disordered lattice (A), standing cylinders in
an ordered lattice (B), lying cylinders in an ordered lattice (C,E) and lying cylinders in a
disordered lattice (D,F). There is a clear switch from standing to lying cylinders.
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Figure 4.1 Examples of GISAXS maps from CHX-2012-01. The displayed time is calculated from
when the swelling (A-C) or drying (D-E) started. The samx values are as follows: (A) 6.1 (B) 7.1
(C) -0.4 (D) 1.1 (E) -0.4 (F) 2.6.
4.1.2 Synchronize data
In order to perform any meaningful quantitative analysis, the raw data needs to be processed.
The GISAXS and thickness measurements are done independently, so it is necessary to
synchronize them. In order to achieve this, a python script has been created (found in the
Appendix). Using the thickness and GISAXS datafiles as input, the script creates a set of
data consisting of the following columns:
1. GISAXS image number
2. Thickness in nm
3. Time in seconds
4. samx value
Having the data in this format, makes further processing of data much easier. The actual
synchronization is done manually by supplying the script with a GISAXS and WLI data-
point occurring at the same time. For convenience, the script also contains a number of
functions to plot GISAXS images and thickness data with relevant data attached. As an
example, the time and thickness parameters in Figure 4.1 was found using the script.
Figure 4.2 shows thickness data of the CHX-2012-01 experiment generated by the script.
As drying and swelling rates are thought to be important parameters in the experiment, it
is important to clarify when the different phases of the experiment occurs. For the purposes
of this analysis, phases in the SVA procedure is defined through minima/maxima of the film
thickness. In Figure 4.2 this is indicated by vertical red lines.
The thickness plot in Figure 4.2 uses “real time” along the x-axis. When doing the
experiments, collection of GISAXS and thickness data may be halted for a variety of reasons.
Since dynamics play a central role in the experiments, these “gaps” are present in the plot.
The big gap (roughly 60 minutes) in Figure 4.2 is due to losing the X-ray beam. The smaller
gaps are scheduled breaks to do reflectivity measurements.
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Figure 4.2 Synchronized thickness data of CHX-2012-01. The red vertical lines mark the transition
between the different phases (swelling, drying) in the experiment.
Figure 4.3 Linecuts for CHX-2012-01. The boxes correspond to qz = 0.27± 0.03nm−1 (horizontal)
and qy = 0.19± 0.03nm−1 (vertical).
4.1.3 Line integration
In order to quantify the morphological changes observed from inspection of the GISAXS
images, line integration can be performed using the software DPDAK[4]. By choosing a
rectangular area on the detector image, the intensity is added up to a one-dimensional
curve in either the horizontal (qy) or vertical (qz) direction. These areas are known as line
cuts and is a valuable tool in quantifying features of the GISAXS image. Figure 4.3 show
the chosen cuts for the CHX-2012-01 experiment.
The vertical cut is chosen in order to recognize the Diffuse Bragg Reflections indicating
lying cylinders as seen in Figure 4.1(A). The horizontal cut is chosen in order to investigate
three features. First, it can be used to recognize the second order peaks of horizontal
structures as seen in Figure 4.1(B). Second, sudden changes in the position of the first order
peak may indicate a change in cylinder orientation as seen in Figure 4.1(B) and (C). Third,
the position of the peak provides us with the lattice spacing as described in 2.3.
As mentioned, The result of this integration is a 1-dimensional intensity profile for every
GISAXS image processed. By converting each intensity profile to a logarithmic color map,
the results of the line integration can be converted into a 2d-colorplot that follows the
intensity profiles in time. Figure 4.4 shows the result of this procedure on CHX-2012-01.
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Figure 4.4 2d color plots of CHX-2012-01 along qy and qz using the integration areas from Figure
4.3.
Inspection of Figure 4.3 reveal information about the dynamics of the structural changes.
Intensity peaks along both qy and qz appear as a result of the SVA procedure. Another
feature of the colorplots is a periodicity in the measurements. This periodicity is an effect
of moving the sample along samx and reveals an inhomogeneity in the film. To quantity
both of these effects, peak fitting and filtering can be performed to further reduce the data.
4.1.4 Peak fitting
To follow the position and sharpness of the peaks throughout the experiment, a peak fitting
routine can be applied to the line integration data in order to extract information about
diffraction spots. The peak fitting functions are determined by a combination of empirical
inspection and trends from similar experiments. Inspired by Zhang et al. [44], the fitting
along qz is performed using a Gaussian function with a constant background:
f(qz) = I0 +A · exp
(
−4 ln 2(qz − qz,p)
2
w2z
)
.
For the integration along qy a Lorenzian with constant background was used in the fitting
procedure:
f(qy) = I0 +A ·
[
1 + 4
(
qy − qy,p
wy
)2]−1
.
In both cases A is the height, qz,p (qy,p) is the peak position, I0 is the background, and wz
(wy). is the full width at half maximum (FWHM). In DPDAK, this is implemented using
GA(qz,p, A, wz) (LO(qy,p, A, wy)) and CB(I0). Figure 4.5 shows a peakfit of the vertical
cut from Figure 4.3.
As illustrated by Figure 4.5, the peak fits cover a large fitting range. While this may
introduce some uncertainty, it is necessary because the position of the peak moves during
the experiment. Furthermore, the peaks appear and disappear as a result of the SVA
procedure. To overcome this obstacle, the fitting parameters are filtered in the Python
script that displays the result. Specifically, results that are outside a certain range of peak
position and FWHM will be ignored. Furthermore, a filtering by samx value is possible.
The reason for these considerations are, simply put, to cut down the time required for
data treatment. By filtering the results properly, thousands of GISAXS images can be
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Figure 4.5 Peakfit along qz performed using DPDAK. The data corresponds to the vertical cut in
Figure 4.3. The fit was done using a gaussian profile with constant background.
Figure 4.6 Peakfit parameters of the qz peak. wz (left) and qz position (right) alongside ϕ for
CHX-2012-01. Fits with wz ∈ [0.01, 0.75] and qz ∈ [0.36, 0.5] are included. The first peak appears
at t = 113minutes when ϕ = 0.51. Starting parameters for the fit are GA(0.41, 60, 0.02) and
CB(25). Range is 0.34-0.41. Max iterations is 1000.
processed at once. However, as fitting procedures can be fickle, it is advantageous to review
the results. DPDAK allows for a mass export of the fitting results in the form of images
similar to Figure 4.5. These images can then be reviewed before further processing.
The data from DPDAK can then be exported and viewed using the show_phi_peakfit()
function in D1Gisaxs.py (found in the Appendix). By supplying the function with DPDAK
results, the thickness data and filtering options, a graph containing peak details alongside
the polymer volume fraction ϕ can be made. Figure 4.6 displays such a graph for the qz
peak in the CHX-2012-01 experiment.
Figure 4.6 displays some of the properties that was seen qualitatively in the color plot
(Figure 4.4). The peak does not appear until after the “break” and the position moves in
the positive qz direction as the film is dried. Furthermore wz increases as the film is dried,
indicating a loss of order in the drying phase. Furthermore, the periodicity of the data is
visible.
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Figure 4.7 Peakfit parameters of the first order qy peak. wy (left) and domain spacing (right)
alongside ϕ for CHX-2012-01. Fits with wy ∈ [0.01, 0.04] and qy ∈ [0.1, 0.3] are included. Starting
parameters for the fit are LO(0.18, 100, 0.04) and CB(30). Range is 0.1-0.3. Max iterations is
1000.
Figure 4.8 Peak positions along qz (left) and domain spacing (right) at samx = 4.1. Parameters
from Figure 4.6 and 4.7 are used.
Figure 4.7 displays the same procedure performed along the horizontal (qy) linecut. As
the position of the qy peak is an indication of the lattice spacing, the values are converted
into a domain spacing dy through:
dy =
2π
qy
.
In Figure 4.7 we see the “sudden” shift in the domain spacing position when the orienta-
tion of the cylinders change. Furthermore, the standing cylinder order increases throughout
the initial swelling.
To accommodate the problem of periodicity, it can be advantageous to filter out certain
samx values. Figure 4.8 shows the qz position and domain spacing at samx = 4.1. Qual-
itatively, the results are similar to the unfiltered figures, but the evolution is a little less
noisy.
Finally, we note that a 2nd order peak along qy happens during the swelling. This has
proven difficult to characterize through peak fitting because of the weak signal. For this
reason, the time and ϕ of the first appearance is simply noted. The reason for this, is the
fact that this peak seems to appear just before the switch to horizontal cylinders.
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4.1.5 XR fitting
X-ray reflectivity data obtained throughout the experiment can be used to verify thickness
obtained by the Filmetrics equipment. The method is explained along with an example in
section 2.4. For the CHX-2012-01 sample, it has proven difficult to obtain data about the
scattering length densities and roughness of the sample. However, by setting roughness to 0
and fitting the Kiessig fringes, the results of WLI and XR only deviate by a few nanometers.
4.1.6 Summarize
In order to compare the experiments, I have chosen to summarize the results through the
following parameters.
1. value of ϕ and t when at max swelling.
2. value of ϕ and t when we see the first 2nd order qy peak.
3. value of ϕ and t when we see the first qz peak.
In the case of CHX-2012-01, the parameters are ϕmin = 0.49 at t = 127minutes, ϕqy = 0.58
(first qy peak) at t = 47minutes and ϕqz = 0.51 (first qz peak) at t = 113minutes. Note,
once again, that the exact time for the appearance of the first qz peak is unknown due to
the gab in data.
4.2 List of experiments
The following is simply a list of the experiments performed using the naming scheme from
earlier, along with the minimal value of the polymer volume fraction ϕmin and an indication
of the existence of peaks along qy (2nd order) and qz. As a service to people with access to
the logbooks, the logbook names are also listed.
Cyclohexane
Name ϕmin qy peak qz peak logbook name
CHX-2012-01 0.49 yes yes C3
CHX-2013-01 0.47 yes yes C2
CHX-2013-02 0.49 yes no C4
CHX-2013-03 0.60 yes no C8
CHX-2013-04 0.67 no no C9
CHX-2013-05 0.60 no no C10
CHX-2015-01 0.46 no no PSPB03
CHX-2015-02 0.49 no no PSPB04
Ethyl acetate
Name ϕmin qy peak qz peak logbook name
EAC-2012-01 0.64 yes yes C4
EAC-2013-01 0.71 no no C5
EAC-2013-02 0.66 yes yes C6
EAC-2015-01 0.67 yes no PSPB02
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Figure 4.9 Three consecutive GISAXS maps taken at the end of the first swelling phase in the
CHX-2013-01 experiment.
Toluene
Name ϕmin qy peak qz peak logbook name
TOL-2012-01 0.70 no no C6
TOL-2013-01 0.68 no no C1
TOL-2013-02 0.63 yes yes C7
By applying the methods outlined for the CHX-2012-01 sample, the following sections will at-
tempt to present the results organized by solvent. Experiments where no structural changes
are observed will be, for the most part, ignored. Experiments performed in 2015 are treated
separately.
4.3 Cyclohexane
In the case of Cyclohexane, structural rearrangements were only found in two experiments.
CHX-2012-01 was treated throughout section 4.1 and we found rearrangements during the
first swelling which was then “locked” throughout the experiment. The problem with
CHX-2012-01 is the fact that the rearrangement happened when we lost the X-ray beam,
so the details are speculation.
4.3.1 CHX-2013-01
In CHX-2013-01, the experiment was repeated with very similar parameters to CHX-2012-01.
We swell to the same ϕmin value and qualitatively the same features are observed. It is
important to note, however, that the initial film thickness is Ddry = 256 nm, which is a
30% increase compared to CHX-2012-01. In effect, the fully swollen film has thickness
D = 547 nm.
In CHX-2013-01, the transition to horizontal cylinders can be seen through a, somewhat
short, disordered phase. Figure 4.9 contains three GISAXS images taken towards the end of
the first swelling. To quantify the dynamic features of this experiment, Figure 4.10 contain
plots of wy and qz as a function of time for a selected range of samx values.
Figure 4.10 confirms the transition through a disordered phase seen in Figure 4.9. Using
the conventions from Section 4.1.6, the CHX-2013-01 experiment is summarized as follows:
• Maximal swelling occurs at t = 61.4minutes, where ϕmin = 0.47
• First 2nd order qy peak is seen at t = 38.5minutes, where ϕ = 0.59
• First qz peak seen at t = 64.8minutes, where ϕ = 0.53
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Figure 4.10 Left: Domain spacing and ϕ as a function of time from the CHX-2013-01 experiment.
Fits with wy ∈ [0, 0.2], qy ∈ [0.15, 0.25] and samx ∈ [0, 8] are included. Line cut is taken
at qz = 0.26 ± 0.025 nm−1. Right: qz peak FWHM (wz) and ϕ as a function of time. Fits
with wz ∈ [0.01, 0.06], qz ∈ [0.3, 0.43] and samx ∈ [0, 10] are included. Line cut is taken at
qy = 0.19± 0.015 nm−1.
Figure 4.11 Left: ϕ vs. time from the CHX-2013-02 experiment. Right: GISAXS image from the
same experiment at t = 148.2minutes, where ϕ = 0.54.
The remainder of experiments with Cyclohexane show no change in cylinder orientation.
4.3.2 CHX-2013-02
As one might have noticed from the table in Section 4.2, the CHX-2013-02 has a similar
ϕmin to the previous experiments, but no indication of horizontal cylinders. Furthermore the
initial thickness is Ddry = 203.7nm, which is very similar to the CHX-2012-01 experiment.
While this discrepancy is odd, the GISAXS maps have some weird features at certain samx
values that may indicate skewed results. Furthermore CHX-2013-02 consists of two vapor
treatment cycles that terminate at different ϕmin values as shown in Figure 4.11.
With this in mind, a 2nd order Bragg rod was observed during the second vapor treatment
as shown in Figure 4.11. The first vapor treatment terminated at ϕmin = 0.60 and feature
no peaks. Maximal swelling (ϕmin = 0.49) was reached at t = 158.8minutes, roughly 10
minutes after the peak was observed.
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Figure 4.12 GISAXS image from CHX-2013-03 at t = 50.7minutes and ϕ = 0.77.
Figure 4.13 ϕ vs time for CHX-2013-05.
4.3.3 CHX-2013-03
The last experiment of interest is CHX-2013-03. While no change in morphology is observed,
a very strong degree of order is reached for the vertical cylinders. Figure 4.12 shows a
GISAXS image featuring 3rd order Bragg rods(!) taken at t = 50.7minutes, where ϕ = 0.77.
The first appearance of 2nd order Bragg rods was found at t = 32.5minutes with ϕ = 0.61.
CHX-2013-04 and CHX-2013-05 are not discussed in depth due to their lack of distinc-
tive features. It is noticeable, however, that CHX-2013-05 has no features interest when
CHX-2013-03 does (both experiments has the same ϕmin = 0.60). For the sake of complete-
ness, Figure 4.13 shows the ϕ, time graph of CHX-2013-05.
4.4 Ethyl acetate
In the experiments with Ethyl acetate, the appearance of structural changes has been ob-
served in two out of the four experiments. One common feature is the fact that the changes
in orientation is samx dependant in all observed cases.
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Figure 4.14 Left: Peak FWHM (wy) and ϕ as a function of time from the EAC-2012-01 experiment.
Fits with wy ∈ [0.01, 0.4], qy ∈ [0.1, 0.3] and samx ∈ [−4, 3] are included. Line cut is taken at
qz = 0.27± 0.025 nm−1. Right: The same data for samx ∈ [6, 8]
Figure 4.15 qz vs. time for the EAC-2012-01 experiment. Fits with wz ∈ [0.01, 0.05], qz ∈ [0.3, 0.45]
are included. Line cut is taken at qy = 0.17± 0.015 nm−1.
4.4.1 EAC-2012-01
To illustrate the samx dependence, Figure 4.14 shows a plot of wy against time for two
different ranges of samx. The data using samx ∈ [6, 8] shows a known pattern; wy increases
indicating a disordered state and then suddenly decreases to a horizontal cylinder morphol-
ogy. Unfortunately, this change seems to happen when the GISAXS experiment was turned
off.
Finally, Figure 4.15 shows the qz peak position. We see that the peak appears just after
the disordered state indicated by Figure 4.14. In conclusion, we note that the data is heavily
dependant on samx and summarize:
• Maximal swelling at t = 64.3, where ϕmin = 0.64
• First qz peak seen at t = 65.9, where ϕ = 0.65
Determining exactly when the 2nd order Bragg peak occurs has proven difficult due to the
samx-dependance. A disordered state between the cylindrical orientations is not observed.
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Figure 4.16 Left: ϕ vs time from the EAC-2013-02 experiment Right: GISAXS image from the
same experiment taken at t = 82.5minutes, ϕ = 0.66. samx is 7.9
4.4.2 EAC-2013-02
As nothing interesting happens in EAC-2013-01, it is ignored apart from the data in sec-
tion 4.2. In EAC-2013-02 there is, once again, a heavy samx-dependence. Furthermore, the
obtained GISAXS images are qualitatively different from what has been shown in other ex-
periments. For this reason, a representative GISAXS image will be shown, but no summary
(in terms of timestamped events) is given.
Generally, the system looks disordered, with no sharp Bragg peaks in either direction.
However, starting at t = 82.5minutes, ϕ = 0.66, structure as shown in Figure 4.16 start to
appear and persist around samx ∈ [7.9, 9]. Finally ϕmin = 0.66 occurs at t = 93.8minutes.
A choice was made not to quantify this further. The structure in Figure 4.16 could indicate
a combination of horizontal and vertical cylinders.
4.5 Toluene
In the case of Toluene, only one experiment shows a switch to lying cylinders. TOL-2013-02
displays, once again, samx-dependant structural changes during SVA. As with EAC-2012-01,
this dependence leaves time gaps in the data, making the details about the disordered
transition state and 2nd order bragg peak difficult to resolve. Furthermore, the GISAXS
images show features similar to EAC-2013-02. Figure 4.17 shows a qz plot alongside a
representative GISAXS map.
To summarize the available features, the qz peak appears at roughly t = 70.8minutes
when ϕ = 0.68. Maximal swelling occurs at t = 122.8minutes when ϕmin = 0.63. Note that
this is the only evidence of rearrangements happening during swelling.
4.6 2015
In the three experiments performed in 2015 the films were prepared without Irganox. This
is suspected to “lock” the structure due to crosslinking as mentioned in section 3.2. This
problem is mostly confirmed by the fact that we don’t see structural rearrangements despite
reaching the same ϕmin values.
With that in mind, there is still some information to extract from the experiments. The
two experiments with Cyclohexane show basically no change in the GISAXS maps, so only
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Figure 4.17 Left: qz peak vs. time for the TOL-2013-02 experiment. Fits with wz ∈ [0, 0.06],
qz ∈ [0.3, 0.4], samx ∈ [7, 10]. are included. Line cut is taken at qy = 0.20 ± 0.015 nm−1.Right:
GISAXS image from the same experiment taken at t = 131.1minutes, ϕ = 0.74 and samx = 8.5.
Figure 4.18 GISAXS images during swelling from EAC-2015-01 at two different samx values. The
top row (A-D) are at samx = −1.6 and the bottom row (E-H) are at samx = 2.6.
EAC-2015-01 is considered here. In CHX-2015-01, we swelled the film to ϕ = 0.67 and kept
it at this level for roughly an hour in order to investigate if a continuous vapor pressure over
a longer time scale would affect the structure of the sample.
The qualitative result of this investigation is displayed in Figure 4.18. A few interesting
features can be identified. First of all, the two series start out in similar configurations but
evolve differently in time. Second, Figures 4.18(F) and 4.18(G) indicate a change in the
structure over a fairly long timescale with no change in ϕ.
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5 Discussion
This chapter contains a discussion of a number of topics related to the experiments performed
in this thesis. In addition to the experimental results, the methods used are given a critical
look. Lastly, our observations are compared with relevant publications on similar diblock
copolymer thin film systems.
5.1 General observations
The focus of this thesis is a determination of the parameters that control reorientation of
cylinders from vertical to horizontal. While the data lacks details in certain areas, experi-
ments that experiences structural re-ordering generally go by the following scheme.
1. High degree of lateral order as indicated by 2nd order Bragg rod.
2. Switch to lying cylinders
3. High degree of ordering perpendicular to the film.
4. Loss of order and increase in domain spacing as the film dries
Furthermore, the CHX-2012-01 experiment goes through a disordered phase before switching
to lying cylinders as shown in Figure 4.9. This disordered transition phase has not been
observed for other experiments.
Interestingly, structural rearrangements have been observed with all three solvents and
in every case there appears to be a threshold of ϕmin that has to be crossed in order change
the cylinder orientation. However, this threshold does not seem to be the only parameter
responsible for the structural changes.
In the case of SVA using Cyclohexane, CHX-2012-01 and CHX-2013-02 both reach ϕmin =
0.49 but only CHX-2012-01 sees the change to horizontal cylinders. The main difference
between these two experiments is the swelling time, which suggest that timscales in the
SVA procedure is important. CHX-2012-01 switches from well-ordered standing cylinders
to lying cylinders in 20 minutes, whereas CHX-2013-02 only swelled for 10 minutes after the
2nd order qy Bragg rod was observed. While inconclusive, these observations does signify
that reordering happens on a timescale of several minutes.
The choice of using the 2nd order Bragg rod as a benchmark for timescales is somewhat
empirical in nature. By just using the time for maximal swelling and first appearance of
lying cylinders, the dynamics of the system before the switch is ignored. While no hard data
about the timescales were available from the experiments contained in this thesis, using the
2nd order Bragg rod as an observational benchmark might be a useful tool in the future.
The ϕmin thresholds observed for the different solvents are not surprising seen in the
context of solvent selectivity (see section 2.1.2). Table 5.1 shows the ϕmin threshold required
for a switch along with the selectivity of the solvent. As the solvent becomes less selective for
Polystyrene, a higher degree of swelling is required for the switch. Studies on lamellar PS-b-
PB systems have suggested[44] that structural changes requires a lowering of the Polystyrene
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Table 5.1 The effects of solvent selectivity on the threshold value ϕmin required for a switch from
standing to lying cylinders. ∆δPS is the absolute difference between the Hildebrand Solubility
parameter of the solvent and Polystyrene.
Solvent ϕmin ∆δPS[ (cal cm−3)1/2]
Ethyl Acetate 0.66 0.05
Toluene 0.63 0.25
Cyclohexane 0.49 0.95
glass transition temperature by introducing a solvent. The data in Table 5.1 supports this
assessment as the more selective solvents can cause rearrangements at a higher value of ϕ.
Lastly, the data from experiments performed in 2015 are unfortunately of little use. We
did, however, observe position-dependant changes in the film. This is an interesting result
as the experiments in 2015 were equipped with a “diffuser” as described in section 3.3.
As will be discussed in the next section, this is supposed to create a position-independent
atmosphere in the sample chamber in order to avoid the inhomogeneities from earlier ex-
periments.
5.2 Inhomogeneity
A general trend in experiments across all experiment is the fact that we observe position-
dependant structural changes in the film. This inhomogeneity imposed several challenges on
the data analysis as seen in chapter 4. Before travelling to D1 in 2015, it was suggested that
these inhomogeneities are related to the fact that the solvent vapor flow enters the chamber
as described in section 3.3. This suggestion also agrees reasonably well with experiment;
the structural changes generally happens at high values of samx which is close to the solvent
vapor inlet.
However, in 2015 samx-dependant changes are still present as exemplified by Figure
4.18. How these changes are affected by the lack of Irganox is hard to say, but it does
raise some interesting questions about the long-range effects of SVA. In particular, do the
structural rearrangements happen locally? Is this a process that nucleates under certain
circumstances?
Whatever the reason, the inhomogeneity in our experiment has a significant effect on
the time resolution of the data. As indicated by Figure 4.18, a full scan across the sample
takes roughly 20 minutes. This happens to be the timescale of rearrangements observed in
the CHX-2012-01 experiment. For most of the inhomogeneous experiments, several ways of
filtering the data by samx was attempted. The results were mostly inconclusive.
5.3 GISAXS modelling
In order to investigate the structure of the film, it is necessary to understand the GISAXS
data to some extent. In this thesis, some amount of modelling was done on cylinder struc-
tures in thin films through the software package BornAgain (see Section 2.3).
While the result of this analysis was quite limited in usefulness, there are still a few strong
points to take away from the efforts. As the theory of GISAXS in the Distorted-Wave Born
Approximation is quite involved, having computer software help ease the modelling process
can be useful. In the case of standing cylinders, implementing a relevant system was fairly
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Figure 5.1 HipGISAXS concept. From Chourou et al. [8].
straightforward and it can be quite helpful to see how the different parameters affect the
output.
As beam-time is precious, another useful part of using computer software is as prepa-
ration. Within the software, it is fairly easy to change both geometrical (cylinder radius,
film thickness) and experimental parameters (wavelength, incidence angle) and re-run the
simulation. In the case of BornAgain, this can be done systematically through the Python
API, as is demonstrated in the scripts provided in the Appendix.
For the purposes of this thesis, the simulations were primarily done as a tool to identify
qualitative features in GISAXS maps. In short, Bragg rods were identified in the case of
standing cylinders and spaced out Bragg peaks in the case of lying cylinders. When doing
data analysis, the position and FWHM of those peaks were then found through peak fitting
in order to extract structural parameters in the form of hexagonal spacing.
Optimally, one would strive towards fitting of GISAXS data to a model in order to
extract even more structural parameters. While, to my knowledge, this has not been done
to a significant extent, it is not unreasonable to expect this in the future. In the case
of BornAgain, the software contains an extensive library of fitting routines along with a
proof-of-concept script.
While BornAgain is a great tool due to its ease-of-use, there are still some disadvantages
as demonstrated in the case of lying cylinders. As of this writing, interference functions can
only be implemented in 2 dimensions. For this reason, it is worth mentioning the existence
of the HipGISAXS[8] software package. In HipGISAXS, the model is constructed somewhat
differently from BornAgain as demonstrated Figure 5.1.
The model is built from a shape (eg. a cylinder) that combine into grains in some
periodic way (eg. a hexagonal lattice). These grains are then distributed in the ensemble
in various ways. With this philosophy, concepts such as orientation distributions and grain
sizes become a natural part of sample definition. In the work of Gu et al. [14], HipGISAXS
is used to obtain details about a system of lying cylinders. For the purposes of this thesis,
implementation of cylinder samples in HipGISAXS have not been attempted.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that both of the software packages mentioned are fairly
new. In fact, while this thesis was prepared, both BornAgain and HipGISAXS received
several updates. With this in mind, it is not unreasonable to expect more sophisticated
modelling and fitting of GISAXS data in the future. However, one still has to keep in mind
the ambiguous nature of scattering experiments. As models become more sophisticated,
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the number of fitting parameters increase resulting in challenging fitting procedures. As
discussed in the next section, this is a problem that is also encountered in X-ray reflectivity
experiments.
5.4 X-ray reflectivity
While X-ray reflectivity (see Section 2.4) was performed on several of the experiments treated
in this thesis, not much attention was spent on the data analysis. The main reason for this is
the lack of additional information and ambiguity of said information. That being said, XR
appears to agree very well with the WLI measurements (see Section 3.4) when determining
the film thickness. Throughout the data analysis, random samples of the XR data was
done in order to compare with WLI. As the methods are similar in methodology they,
unsurprisingly, yield similar results.
In the CHX-2013-02 experiment, the inhomogeneity was observed while the experiment
was running and XR experiments were performed in both sides of the film after the 2nd
vapor treatment and 2nd drying. Unfortunately, there is a high degree of roughness for
the measurements taken at large samx values, effectively making the XR data treatment
impossible. While unsuccessful, this demonstrates an advantage of XR when compared to
WLI: The position of the measurement can be varied in order to detect inhomogeneities in
the film.
With all these considerations, XR experiments have been somewhat unsuccessful in the
present study. Several factors may have helped influence this. As seen in Section 2.2.2, the
Parratt formalism used in XR modelling only accounts for structure perpendicular to the
surface. The films discussed in this thesis feature significant in-plane structure which, in
turn, may impact the XR experiments. Furthermore, the qz-range and density of data-points
has not been optimal in all experiments.
As a service to future experimenters investigating similar systems, I suggest doing XR
over the range qz ∈ [0.2, 0.6] nm−1 with roughly 300-500 data-points in order to get sufficient
statistics. With λ = 0.116nm this corresponds to αi ∈ [0.1◦, 0.3◦].
5.5 Data reduction
The bulk of the work in this thesis is concerned with data analysis of large amounts of data.
In total, roughly 40 Gigabytes of data was processed. When working with the data, a couple
of compromises had to be made in order to broadly represent the experiments.
As mentioned in Section 5.3, fitting of an entire GISAXS image is still somewhat out of
reach. For this reason, peak fitting was performed in order to extract both qualitative and
quantitative information about the structure. Qualitatively, the appearance of peaks in the
qz direction signifies a switch to lying cylinders. Quantitatively, the position and FWHM of
peaks can be used to determine order and lattice parameters.
Peak-fitting in a “one-size-fits-all” fashion allows for quick analysis across a huge amount
of data, but does come with a couple of caveats. As the peaks has a wide range of positions
and shapes throughout the experiments, it was necessary to widen the search range and
decrease the amount of fitting parameters in order to get reasonable results. Experimenting
with, for example, an exponential q-dependant background resulted in some fits being better
while others got worse. In short, the peak fitting functions from Section 4.1.4 were chosen in
order to accommodate the largest amount of data in a reasonable way. The peak fitting was
performed through the software package DPDAK and turned out to be a painless experience.
It is fairly easy to set up, and peak fitting was reasonably fast.
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In order to gain information about the film thickness and samx position, custom scripts
had to be created. These allow for a synchronization of WLI thickness data and GISAXS
image data so everything can be compared in a systematic manner. By including routines
for visualization and import of DPDAK peak fits, the plots from Chapter 4 were easily
created.
Due to the amount of data that can be generated at synchrotrons these days, the need
for systematic data analysis increases. Hopefully, the present work demonstrates some of
the advantages and disadvantages of one such data reduction.
5.6 Relevant results from literature
As mentioned in the introduction, the interest in thin film structure has recently (the last
5-10 years) attracted a lot of attention. The purpose of this section is to review publications
on cylinder-forming DBCP thin films and compare with the results contained in this thesis.
For a review of the SVA method, see Sinturel et al. [36]. For a general GISAXS review see
Renaud et al. [34].
In the work of Gu et al. [14], Solvent vapor annealing of PS-b-P2VP was performed in
order to characterize the ordering of lying cylinders after solvent removal. They find that
domain spacing and lateral ordering if the final film can be controlled by ϕmin and the rate
at which solvent is removed. In particular, they find that the domain spacing D is related
to the polymer volume fraction through
D ∼ ϕ2/3 .
While this power-law cannot be confirmed for the experiments carried out in this work,
there are still some qualitative similarities. The ordering happens through a disordered
state, FHWM and domain spacing increases during solvent removal.
Gowd et al. [12] investigates the pathways of cylinder orientations in PS-b-P4VP thin
films by SVA with selective and non-selective solvents. In the case of a non-selective solvent,
a standing cylinder morphology switches to a lying cylinder morphology through a disordered
state. This is similar to our findings in the CHX-2013-01 experiment. In the case of a
selective solvent, the standing cylinders go through an ellipsoidal phase during swelling
and returns to standing cylinders during drying. These findings show that it is possible to
navigate the (f, χN) phase diagram (see Figure 2.2) along the f axis through the use of
selective solvents.
Similarly, Chavis et al. [7] show the possibility of navigating the phase diagram and
retaining the structure in the dry film. By performing SVA with solvent mixtures on
PHEMA-b-PMMA thin films, a wide range of morphologies were observed. By rapid drying,
the morphology from the swollen state is kinetically trapped resulting in a dry film with the
desired morphology.
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6 Conclusion
In this thesis, the structural changes of cylinder-forming Polystyrene-b-Polybutadiene (PS-
b-PB) diblock copolymer thin films was investigated using solvent vapor annealing. Due to
the composition fPS of PS-b-PB, the films are composed of PS cylinders in a PB matrix.
By exposing the film to solvent vapors the effective Flory-Huggins interaction param-
eter χeff is decreased, allowing the blocks to undergo structural changes. Three solvents
of varying selectivity were used: Ethyl Acetate (EAC), Toluene (TOL) and Cyclohexane
(CHX).
In order to investigate these changes, time-resolved grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray
scattering (GISAXS) was performed at the D1 beamline, CHESS at Cornell University in
Ithaca, New York. X-ray Reflectivity (XR) was performed as a supplementary method, but
did not yield additional information about the films.
Using a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to determine the structure,
re-orientations of the cylinders from a standing to a lying morphology was identified using
all three solvents. Data analysis was performed through a combination of available software
packages[11, 4] and custom Python scripts (found in the Appendix).
The re-orientation appears to depend on the minimal polymer volume fraction ϕmin and
solvent selectivity to the PS block. As such, different values were found for each solvent:
ϕmin,EAC = 0.66, ϕmin,TOL = 0.63, ϕmin,CHX = 0.49. The dependence of selectivity to the
PS block can be explained by the fact that PS is in the glass phase at room temperature.
Performing SVA lowers the glass transition temperature, allowing the PS cylinders to re-
organize.
Due to inhomogeneities in the film, details about the dynamics of re-orientation was
difficult to determine. However, in one experiment with CHX the switch from standing to
lying morphology happens through a disordered phase over a span of 15 minutes. Further
investigation of this timescale are left to future experiments.
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Appendix
D1Gisaxs.py
D1gisaxs.py is a header file written in Python containing a number of functions used in
GISAXS data analysis. Requires a Python installation with numby and matplotlib to work.
D1Gisaxs.py
1 from numpy import ∗
2 from pylab import ∗
3
4 # conve r s i ons ( base i s nanometer )
5 micrometer = 1e3
6 nanometer = 1
7 mi l imeter = 1e6
8 angstrom = 0.1
9 degree = 2∗ pi /360
10
11 # sync GISAXS and th i ckne s s data
12 # This func t i on takes 4 v a r i a b l e s
13 # t_data i s a s t r i n g with the r e l a t i v e path to the wl i th i ckne s s data
14 # g_data i s a s t r i n g with the r e l a t i v e path to the g i s ax s data
15 # t_index and g_index are the i n d i c e s that sync ron i s e the t imes o f the two data s e t s
16 # I t r e tu rns a datase t with g i s ax s measurement number , th i cknes s , time , samx ( coloumn
0 ,1 ,2 ,3 r e s p e c t i v e l y )
17 de f g i sax s_th i ckne s s ( t_data , g_data , t_index , g_index , d1_2013=False , d1_2015=False ) :
18 gisaxs_data = genfromtxt ( g_data )
19
20 # data i s formatted d i f f e r e n t l y depending on when the experiment was performed
21 i f ( d1_2013 | d1_2015 ) :
22 thickness_data = genfromtxt ( t_data , d e l im i t e r=’ , ’ , skip_header=9)
23 i f d1_2015 :
24 thickness_data = transpose ( array ( [ th ickness_data [ : , 0 ] , th ickness_data [ : , 1 ] ,
25 thickness_data [ : , 2 ] , th ickness_data [ : , 6 ] ] ) )
26 i f d1_2013 :
27 thickness_data = transpose ( array ( [ th ickness_data [ : , 0 ] , th ickness_data [ : , 4 ] ,
28 thickness_data [ : , 5 ] , th ickness_data [ : , 9 ] ] ) )
29 e l s e :
30 thickness_data = genfromtxt ( t_data , d e l im i t e r=’ , ’ , skip_header=11)
31
32 # measurement_time i s the time f o r the GISAXS measurements s t a r t i n g at t=0 seconds .
33 # the index o f the vector s i g n i f i e s the measurement number
34 measurement_time = gisaxs_data [ : , 1 ] − gisaxs_data [ 0 , 1 ]
35
36 # at what index does th i ckne s s and g i s ax s s t a r t ?
37 th i ckne s s_s ta r t = t_index
38 g i s ax s_s ta r t = g_index
39
40 # these are the wl i t h i ckne s s measurements a f t e r being synced
41 wl i_thickness_time = thickness_data [ th i ckne s s_s ta r t :−1 ,3] − th ickness_data [
th i cknes s_star t , 3 ]
42 wl i_th icknes s = thickness_data [ th i ckne s s_s ta r t :−1 ,1]
43
44 # i n i t i a l i z e th i ckne s s as a func t i on o f measurement time
45 th i ckne s s = ze ro s ( ( s i z e (measurement_time ) ,4) )
46
47 # argmin f i nd s the index o f the minimum value in a vector
48 f o r i in arange ( s i z e (measurement_time ) ) :
49 th ickness_arg = argmin ( abs ( wl i_thickness_time − measurement_time [ i ] ) )
50 th i ckne s s [ i , 1 ] = wl i_th icknes s [ i n t ( th ickness_arg ) ]
51 th i ckne s s [ i , 0 ] = i + g i s ax s_s ta r t
52 th i ckne s s [ i , 2 ] = measurement_time [ i ]
53
54 # make a 4 th coloumn conta in ing the samx value
55 samx_data = open ( g_data , ’ r ’ )
56 samx = [ ] ;
57 f o r l i n e in samx_data :
58 i f l i n e [ : 4 ] == "#P1 " :
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59 i f d1_2015 :
60 samx . append ( f l o a t ( l i n e . s p l i t ( ’ ’ ) [ 4 ] ) )
61 e l s e :
62 samx . append ( f l o a t ( l i n e . s p l i t ( ’ ’ ) [ 3 ] ) )
63
64 samx = asarray ( samx)
65 samx_data . c l o s e ( )
66 th i ckne s s [ : , 3 ] = samx
67
68 return th i ckne s s
69
70 # takes a th i ckne s s data f i l e as c reated in g i saxs_th i ckne s s and p l o t s i t
71 # shows both GISAXS image number and th i ckne s s on two sepe ra t e x−axes
72 # thanks to http :// s tackove r f l ow . com/ ques t i on s /10514315/how−to−add−a−second−x−axis−in−
matp lo t l ib
73 # r equ i r e s the data to be cont inuous ( e . g . one th i ckne s s data f i l e ) .
74 # Otherwise the GISAXS map x−ax i s i s broken
75 de f p lo t_g i saxs_th icknes s ( th i cknes s , index_phase=False , plot_phi=False , save_f igure=False ) :
76
77 # t i gh t ax i s
78 xlim (0 , th i ckne s s [−1 ,2 ]/60)
79
80 # i n i t i a l and max th i ckne s s found from data
81 d_ in i t i a l = min ( th i ckne s s [ : , 1 ] )
82 d_max = max( th i ckne s s [ : , 1 ] )
83
84 i f plot_phi :
85 y_axis = d_ in i t i a l / th i ckne s s [ : , 1 ]
86 y l ab e l ( " $\phi$ " )
87 e l s e :
88 y_axis = th i ckne s s [ : , 1 ]
89 y l ab e l ( " Thickness [nm] " )
90
91 p lo t ( th i ckne s s [ : , 2 ] / 6 0 , y_axis , ’ . ’ )
92 x l ab e l ( "Time [ minutes ] " )
93
94 i f index_phase :
95 y_axis_l imit = ylim ( )
96 f o r i in index_phase :
97 p lo t ( ( th i ckne s s [ i , 2 ] / 6 0 , th i ckne s s [ i , 2 ] / 6 0 ) , y_axis_limit , ’ r− ’ )
98 ylim ( y_axis_l imit )
99
100 di sp ( ’ d_dry = ’ + s t r ( d_ i n i t i a l ) + ’ nm ’ )
101 di sp ( ’d_max = ’ + s t r (d_max) + ’ nm ’ )
102 di sp ( ’ phi_min = ’ + s t r ( d_ i n i t i a l /d_max) )
103
104 i f save_f igure :
105 s a v e f i g ( save_f igure + ’ . png ’ , bbox_inches=’ t i gh t ’ , dpi=160)
106 e l s e :
107 show ( )
108
109 # show a g i s ax s image given a s t r i n g d i c t a t i n g the d i r e c to ry , f i l ename , experiment d e t a i l s
, and data
110 # experiment i s a vec tor with d e t a i l s o f the experiment : [SD, p ixe l_s i z e , db_x , db_y ,
alpha_i , wavelength ]
111 # p_extent i s the extent o f the p i x e l area [ x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ]
112 # img t i t l e i s the t i t l e o f the p lo t
113 # co l o r l im de f i n e s the i n t e n s i t y l im i t s o f the p lo t ( changes the c o l o r s o f the p lo t qu i t e
a l o t )
114 de f show_gisaxs_image ( dir , f i l ename , experiment , p_extent=[0 ,0 ,−1 ,−1] , img t i t l e=’ ’ ,
115 co l o r l im =(10.0 ,3 e3 ) , save_f igure=False ) :
116 [ x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ] = p_extent
117 im = imread ( d i r + f i l ename )
118 im = f l i p ud ( im)
119 im = im [ y1 : y2 , x1 : x2 ]
120 im = f l i p ud ( im)
121
122 [ qy1 , qz1 ] = gisaxs_get_q (x1 , y1 , experiment )
123 [ qy2 , qz2 ] = gisaxs_get_q (x2 , y2 , experiment )
124
125 imgplot = imshow( im , norm=matp lo t l ib . c o l o r s . LogNorm() , c l im=co lo r l im ,
126 extent=[qy1 , qy2 , qz1 , qz2 ] , a spect=’ auto ’ )
127 co l o rba r ( )
128
129 x l ab e l ( ’q_y [nm^(−1) ] ’ )
130 y l ab e l ( ’q_z [nm^(−1) ] ’ )
131 t i t l e ( img t i t l e )
132
133 i f save_f igure :
134 s a v e f i g ( save_f igure + ’ . png ’ , bbox_inches=’ t i gh t ’ , dpi=160)
135
136 show ( )
137
138 # uses th i ckne s s data to return a s t r i n g d e t a i l i n g the th i ckne s s and time f o r a s p e c i f i e d
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139 # we l l su i t ed f o r making t i t l e s f o r show_gisaxs_image
140 # num: image number
141 # data : th i ckne s s data created by g i saxs_th i ckne s s ( )
142 # data_of f s e t : the o f f s e t ( index ) that s e t s t=0
143 # s t a t e : a s t r i n g de s c r i b i ng the phase o f the experiment ( t y p i c a l l y ’ swe l l i n g ’ or ’ drying
’ )
144 de f get_gisaxs_image_tit le (num, data , data_of f s e t =0, s t a t e=’ experiment ’ ) :
145 index = where ( data [ : , 0 ] == num)
146 time = ( data [ index , 2 ] − data [ data_of f set , 2 ] ) /60
147 samx = data [ index , 3 ]
148
149 t i t l e = s t r (num) + ’ . t i f ’ + ’ | ’ + "%.1 f " % data [ index , 1 ] + ’ nm ’ \
150 + ’ | ’ + "%.1 f " % time + ’ min ( ’ + s t r ( s t a t e ) + ’ ) | samx=’ + "%.1 f " % samx
151
152 return t i t l e
153
154 # shows a 2d co l o r p l o t from dpdak data
155 # data i s 2d co l o r p l o t data from a dpdak export (x−ax i s and data )
156 # ax i s i s e i t h e r " qz " or " qy " ( t h i s only changes the l a b e l on the p lo t )
157 de f show_2d_colorplot ( cp_data , th_data , ax i s=’ qz ’ , c o l o r l im =(10.0 ,5 e2 ) , samx_values=’ a l l ’ ) :
158 co lorp lot_data = genfromtxt ( cp_data , skip_header=4)
159 num_inputs = s i z e ( co lorp lot_data , 1 ) /2
160 x_axis = co lorp lot_data [ : , 0 ]
161 im = co lorp lot_data [ : , num_inputs :−1]
162
163 #disp ( s i z e ( im [ 0 , : ] ) )
164 #disp ( s i z e ( th_data [ : , 3 ] ) )
165
166 i f samx_values == ’ a l l ’ :
167 cond = ones ( s i z e ( th_data [ : , 3 ] ) , dtype=bool )
168 e l s e :
169 cond = ze ro s ( s i z e ( th_data [ : , 3 ] ) , dtype=bool )
170 f o r i in samx_values :
171 cond = cond | ( th_data [ : , 3 ] == i )
172
173 i nd i c e s = transpose ( where ( cond ) )
174 i n d i c e s = i nd i c e s [ : −1 ,0 ]
175 im = im [ : , i n d i c e s ]
176
177 time_frames = s i z e ( im , 1 )
178
179 # Fl ip the data ups ide down . This i s needed due to the way matr i ces are ordered .
180 imgplot = imshow( f l i p ud ( im) ,norm=matp lo t l ib . c o l o r s . LogNorm( ) , c l im=co lo r l im ,
181 extent =[1 , time_frames , x_axis [ 0 ] , x_axis [ −1 ] ] , a spect=’ auto ’ , )
182 i f ax i s == ’ qz ’ :
183 y l ab e l ( ’q_z [nm^(−1) ] ’ )
184 i f ax i s == ’ qy ’ :
185 y l ab e l ( ’q_y [nm^{−1}] ’ )
186
187 t i t l e ( ’ i n t e g r a t i o n along ’ + ax i s )
188 x l ab e l ( ’ time [ frames ] ’ )
189 co l o rba r ( )
190 show ( )
191
192 # show phi and peak f i t data on the same graph .
193 # when de f i n i n g the model in DPDAK, the model has to be Lorenzian or Gaussian
194 # and be de f ined in the f i r s t l i n e o f the model box .
195 # That way , the f i r s t three coloums o f peakf i t_data are pos , height , fwhm
196 # To obta in the data from DPDAK use DB Export and ONLY s e l e c t Peak Fit−>fit_param
197 de f show_phi_peakfit ( data , peakf it_data , fwhm_cond= [0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 5 ] , samx_values=’ a l l ’ , ax i s=’
q_z ’ ,
198 peak f i t_ax i s=’fwhm ’ , pos_cond = [0 . 3 2 , 0 . 4 0 ] , save_f igure=False ) :
199 p eak f i t = genfromtxt ( peakf it_data , skip_header=4)
200
201 # cond i t i on s f o r f i t
202 cond1 = peak f i t [ 2 , : ] > fwhm_cond [ 0 ] #fwhm
203 cond2 = peak f i t [ 2 , : ] < fwhm_cond [ 1 ] #fwhm
204
205 cond3 = peak f i t [ 0 , : ] > pos_cond [ 0 ] # pos
206 cond4 = peak f i t [ 0 , : ] < pos_cond [ 1 ] # pos
207
208
209 i f samx_values==’ a l l ’ :
210 i n d i c e s = where ( cond1 & cond2 & cond3 & cond4 )
211 e l s e :
212 cond5 = ze ro s ( s i z e ( data [ : , 3 ] ) , dtype=bool )
213 f o r i in samx_values :
214 cond5 = cond5 | ( data [ : , 3 ] == i )
215 i n d i c e s = where ( cond1 & cond2 & cond3 & cond4 & cond5 )
216
217 # draw everyth ing
218 f i g , ax1 = subp lo t s ( )
219 t = transpose ( data [ i nd i c e s , 2 ] ) /60
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220 fwhm = transpose ( p e ak f i t [ 2 , i n d i c e s ] )
221 pos = transpose ( p e ak f i t [ 0 , i n d i c e s ] )
222 he ight = transpose ( p e ak f i t [ 1 , i n d i c e s ] )
223
224 # output when we f i r s t s ee a peak that meet our cond i t i on s
225 di sp ( ’ f i r s t po int with cond i t i on fwhm in range ’ + s t r ( fwhm_cond) + ’ at t=’ + s t r (
data [ i n d i c e s [ 0 ] [ 0 ] , 2 ] / 6 0 )
226 + ’ , phi=’ + s t r (min ( data [ : , 1 ] ) /data [ i n d i c e s [ 0 ] [ 0 ] , 1 ] ) )
227
228 i f peak f i t_ax i s == ’fwhm ’ :
229 ax1 . p l o t ( t , fwhm , ’ bo ’ )
230 ax1 . s e t_x labe l ( ’ time ( minutes ) ’ )
231 i f ax i s == ’q_z ’ :
232 ax1 . s e t_y labe l ( ’w_z [nm^(−1) ] ’ , c o l o r=’b ’ )
233
234 i f ax i s == ’q_y ’ :
235 ax1 . s e t_y labe l ( ’w_y [nm^(−1) ] ’ , c o l o r=’b ’ )
236
237 i f peak f i t_ax i s == ’ pos ’ :
238 ax1 . p l o t ( t , pos , ’ bo ’ )
239 ax1 . s e t_x labe l ( ’ time ( minutes ) ’ )
240 ax1 . s e t_y labe l ( ax i s + " [nm^(−1) ] " , c o l o r=’b ’ )
241
242 i f peak f i t_ax i s == ’ he ight ’ :
243 ax1 . p l o t ( t , height , ’ bo ’ )
244 ax1 . s e t_x labe l ( ’ time ( minutes ) ’ )
245 ax1 . s e t_y labe l ( ’ peak i n t e n s i t y ( arb . un i t s ) ’ , c o l o r=’b ’ )
246
247 i f peak f i t_ax i s == ’ domain ’ :
248 i f ax i s == ’q_z ’ :
249 d i sp ( ’WARNING: Domain spac ing should be found along q_y ’ )
250
251 di sp ( ’ h i ’ )
252 ax1 . p l o t ( t , 2∗ pi /pos , ’ bo ’ )
253 ax1 . s e t_x labe l ( ’ time ( minutes ) ’ )
254 ax1 . s e t_y labe l ( ’ domain spac ing [nm] ’ , c o l o r=’b ’ )
255
256 # t i gh t x−ax i s
257 ax1 . set_xlim (0 , data [−1 ,2 ]/60)
258
259 # Make the y−ax i s l a b e l and t i c k l a b e l s match the l i n e c o l o r .
260 f o r t l in ax1 . g e t_yt i c k l ab e l s ( ) :
261 t l . s e t_co lo r ( ’b ’ )
262
263 ax2 = ax1 . twinx ( )
264 t2 = data [ : , 2 ] / 6 0
265 phi = min ( data [ : , 1 ] ) /data [ : , 1 ]
266 ax2 . p l o t ( t2 , phi , ’ g . ’ )
267 ax2 . s e t_y labe l ( ’ $\phi$ ’ , c o l o r=’ g ’ )
268 f o r t l in ax2 . g e t_yt i c k l ab e l s ( ) :
269 t l . s e t_co lo r ( ’ g ’ )
270
271 i f save_f igure :
272 s a v e f i g ( save_f igure + ’ . png ’ , bbox_inches=’ t i gh t ’ , dpi=160)
273 e l s e :
274 show ( )
275
276 # get (qy , qz ) at a pixel_x , pixel_y
277 # experiment vector conta in s d e t a i l s o f experiment
278 # experiment = [SD, p ixe l_s i z e , db_x , db_y , alpha_i , wavelength ]
279 de f gisaxs_get_q ( pixel_x , pixel_y , experiment ) :
280 [SD, p ixe l_s i z e , db_x , db_y , alpha_i , wavelength ] = experiment
281
282 distance_z = ( pixel_y−db_y) ∗ p i x e l_ s i z e
283 alpha_f = arctan ( distance_z /SD) − alpha_i
284 qz = 2∗ pi /wavelength ∗( s i n ( alpha_i ) + s in ( alpha_f ) )
285
286 distance_y = ( pixel_x−db_x) ∗ p i x e l_ s i z e
287 p s i = arctan ( distance_y/SD)
288 qy = 2∗ pi /wavelength∗ s i n ( p s i ) ∗ cos ( alpha_f )
289 return [ qy , qz ]
290
291 de f load_gisaxs_data ( f i l ename ) :
292 d a t a f i l e = load ( f i l ename )
293 data = d a t a f i l e [ ’ arr_0 ’ ]
294 d a t a f i l e . c l o s e ( )
295 return data
296
297 " " " Functions to use D1 data with GenX
298 reformat_data_for_genx ( ) re formats the raw specuse r data to a readab le format f o r GenX
299 furthermore the x−ax i s i s converted to q_z
300
301 display_genx_data simply takes the export s from GenX and d i sp l ay s them whi le
outputt ing
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302 f i t t i n g parameters to the conso l e . In the Case o f SLD i t i s converted to un i t s o f
Angstroms " " "
303 de f display_genx_data ( data_f i l e , va lue_f i l e , s l d_ f i l e ) :
304 # some va lues we need
305 f_C = 6.01131
306 f_H = 0.999979
307 f_O = 8.03236
308 f_Si = 14.1795
309 r_e = 2.81794033 e−5
310
311 data = genfromtxt ( da ta_ f i l e )
312 va lues = genfromtxt ( va lue_f i l e , d e l im i t e r=’\ t ’ )
313 s l d = genfromtxt ( s l d_ f i l e )
314 x = data [ : , 0 ] ∗ 1 0
315 I = data [ : , 2 ]
316 Is im = data [ : , 1 ]
317
318 # plo t r e f l e c t i v i t y and f i t
319 f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e =(8 ,6) , dpi=160)
320 semi logy (x , I , ’ . ’ , l a b e l=’ data ’ , markers i ze=10)
321 semi logy (x , Isim , ’ r− ’ , l a b e l=’model ’ , l i n ew idth=2)
322 x l ab e l ( ’q_z [nm^{−1}] ’ , f o n t s i z e=’x−l a r g e ’ )
323 y l ab e l ( ’R ’ , f o n t s i z e=’x−l a r g e ’ )
324 legend ( l o c=’ upper r i gh t ’ , f o n t s i z e=’x−l a r g e ’ )
325 auto s ca l e ( enable=True , ax i s=u ’ both ’ , t i g h t=True )
326 s a v e f i g ( da ta_ f i l e + ’ _ref . png ’ , bbox_inches=’ t i gh t ’ , dpi=160)
327 show ( )
328
329 # plo t s l d
330 f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e =(8 ,6) , dpi=160)
331 p lo t ( s l d [ : , 0 ] ∗ 0 . 1 , s l d [ : , 1 ] , l i n ew idth=2)
332 x l ab e l ( ’ z [nm] ’ , f o n t s i z e=’x−l a r g e ’ )
333 y l ab e l ( ’SLD [ $r_e/ \AA^3}$ ] ’ , f o n t s i z e=’x−l a r g e ’ )
334 auto s ca l e ( enable=True , ax i s=u ’ both ’ , t i g h t=True )
335 s a v e f i g ( da ta_ f i l e + ’ _sld . png ’ , bbox_inches=’ t i gh t ’ , dpi=160)
336 show ( )
337
338 f_polymer = 6∗f_C + 7∗f_H
339 f_SiOx = 1∗ f_Si + 2∗f_O
340 polymer_thickness = va lues [ 1 , 1 ]
341 polymer_sld = va lues [ 2 , 1 ] ∗ f_polymer∗r_e
342 polymer_sigma = va lues [ 3 , 1 ]
343 s iox_th i cknes s = va lues [ 4 , 1 ]
344 s iox_s ld = va lues [ 5 , 1 ] ∗ f_SiOx∗r_e
345 siox_sigma = va lues [ 6 , 1 ]
346 s i_s ld = va lues [ 7 , 1 ] ∗ f_Si ∗r_e
347
348 di sp ( ’ polymer th i ckne s s : ’ + s t r ( polymer_thickness ) + ’ AA’ )
349 di sp ( ’ polymer SLD: ’ + s t r ( polymer_sld ) + ’ AA^(−2) ’ )
350 d i sp ( ’ polymer roughness : ’ + s t r ( polymer_sigma ) )
351 di sp ( ’ SiOx th i ckne s s : ’ + s t r ( s i ox_th i cknes s ) + ’ AA’ )
352 di sp ( ’ SiOx SLD: ’ + s t r ( s iox_s ld ) + ’ AA^(−2) ’ )
353 d i sp ( ’ SiOx roughness : ’ + s t r ( siox_sigma ) )
354 di sp ( ’ S i SLD: ’ + s t r ( s i_s ld ) + ’ AA^(−2) ’ )
355
356 # i f we want to compare s l d p r o f i l e s o f d i f f e r e n t measurements
357 return s l d
358
359 de f reformat_data_for_genx ( d a t a f i l e , Iback , I d i r e c t , seconds , wavelength ) :
360 c4r1 = genfromtxt ( d a t a f i l e )
361 angle = c4r1 [ : , 0 ]
362 Imon = c4r1 [ : , 4 ] / seconds
363 Idet = c4r1 [ : , 5 ] / seconds
364 q_z = 4∗ pi ∗ s i n ( angle ∗ degree ) /wavelength
365
366 R = ( Idet /Imon − Iback ) /( I d i r e c t )
367 #semi logy (q_z ,R)
368 #x l abe l ( ’ ang le ( degree s ) ’ )
369 #y l abe l ( ’ i n t e n s i t y ( arb . u . ) ’ )
370
371 savetxt ( d a t a f i l e + ’ . out ’ , t ranspose ( [ q_z , R] ) )
D1Ba.py
D1Ba.py is a header file for BornAgain containing some default settings that work well for
GISAXS at D1. Furthermore, a way to plot the simulation results as a function of qy and
qz has been implemented. Requires a working BornAgain[11] installation to work.
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D1Ba.py
1 import numpy
2 import matp lo t l ib
3 import pylab
4 import s c ipy . s p e c i a l
5 from bornagain import ∗
6
7 # homemade header f o r bornagain .
8 # running and p l o t t i n g the s imula t i on has been g en e r a l i z ed somewhat
9
10 # chos ing what to export
11 __all__ = [ "GISAXSExperiment " , " p l o t_re su l t " , " get_simulat ion " , " run_simulation " ]
12
13 # c l a s s conta in ing the d e t a i l s o f the experiment
14 # the func t i on setQLimits ( ) f i n d s the l im i t s in q−space based on wavelength and phi , alpha
l im i t s
15 # de f au l t s are va lues from D1
16 c l a s s GISAXSExperiment :
17 wavelength = 1.16∗ angstrom
18 alpha_i = 0.14∗ degree
19 phi_i = 0.0∗ degree
20 phi_min , phi_max = −0.65∗ degree , 0 .65∗ degree
21 alpha_min , alpha_max = 0.0∗ degree , 0 .8∗ degree
22 binx = 200
23 biny = 200
24
25 mc = False
26 mc_points = 50
27
28 mult i thread ing = True
29
30 de t e c t o r_re so lu t i on = False
31
32 de f __init__( s e l f ) :
33 s e l f . setQLimits ( )
34
35 de f setQLimits ( s e l f ) :
36 s e l f . qy_min = 2∗numpy . p i / s e l f . wavelength ∗(numpy . s i n ( s e l f . phi_min ) ∗numpy . cos ( s e l f .
alpha_min ) )
37 s e l f . qy_max = 2∗numpy . p i / s e l f . wavelength ∗(numpy . s i n ( s e l f . phi_max) ∗numpy . cos ( s e l f .
alpha_max ) )
38 s e l f . qz_min = 2∗numpy . p i / s e l f . wavelength ∗(numpy . s i n ( s e l f . alpha_i ) + numpy . s i n ( s e l f
. alpha_min ) )
39 s e l f . qz_max = 2∗numpy . p i / s e l f . wavelength ∗(numpy . s i n ( s e l f . alpha_i ) + numpy . s i n ( s e l f
. alpha_max ) )
40
41 # funct i on to p lo t data
42 # exp i s a GISAXSExperiment c l a s s
43 # r e s u l t i s the r e s u l t from run_simulation
44 # un i t s i s e i t h e r " degree s " or " qspace "
45 de f p l o t_re su l t ( r e su l t , exp , units , save_f igure=False ) :
46 i f save_f igure :
47 pylab . s t y l e . use ( ’ p r e s en ta t i on . mplsty le ’ )
48
49 i f un i t s == " degrees " :
50 im = pylab . imshow(numpy . rot90 ( r e su l t , 1) , norm=matp lo t l ib . c o l o r s . LogNorm( ) ,
51 extent=[exp . phi_min/degree , exp . phi_max/degree , exp . alpha_min/
degree , exp . alpha_max/ degree ] ,
52 aspect=’ auto ’ )
53 cb = pylab . co l o rba r ( im)
54 cb . s e t_ labe l ( r ’ I n t en s i t y ( arb . u . ) ’ )
55 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’ $\phi_f (^{\ c i r c }) $ ’ )
56 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’ $\alpha_f (^{\ c i r c }) $ ’ )
57 i f un i t s == " qspace " :
58 # get the l im i t s in q−space
59 exp . setQLimits ( )
60 im = pylab . imshow(numpy . rot90 ( r e su l t , 1) , norm=matp lo t l ib . c o l o r s . LogNorm( ) ,
61 extent=[exp . qy_min , exp . qy_max , exp . qz_min , exp . qz_max ] ,
62 aspect=’ auto ’ )
63 cb = pylab . co l o rba r ( im)
64 cb . s e t_ labe l ( r ’ I n t en s i t y ( arb . u . ) ’ )
65 pylab . x l ab e l ( r ’q_y [nm^(−1) ] ’ )
66 pylab . y l ab e l ( r ’q_z [nm^(−1) ] ’ )
67
68 i f save_f igure :
69 pylab . s a v e f i g ( save_f igure + ’ . png ’ , bbox_inches=’ t i gh t ’ , dpi=160)
70 e l s e :
71 pylab . show ( )
72
73 # ge t t i ng the s imu lat i on
74 de f get_simulat ion ( exp ) :
75 s imu lat i on = GISASSimulation ( )
76
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77 # inst rumentat ion
78 s imu lat i on . setDetectorParameters ( exp . binx , exp . phi_min , exp . phi_max , exp . biny , exp .
alpha_min , exp . alpha_max )
79 s imu lat i on . setBeamParameters ( exp . wavelength , exp . alpha_i , exp . phi_i )
80
81 # monte c a r l o s imu la t ion
82 i f exp .mc :
83 sim_pars = Simulat ionParameters ( )
84 sim_pars . m_mc_integration = True
85 sim_pars . m_mc_points = exp . mc_points
86 s imu la t ion . setS imulat ionParameters ( sim_pars )
87
88 # mult i thread ing must be d i s ab l ed f o r custom form f a c t o r s
89 i f not exp . mul t i thread ing :
90 thread_info = ThreadInfo ( )
91 thread_info . n_threads = −1
92 s imu la t ion . setThreadInfo ( thread_info )
93
94 return s imu la t ion
95
96 # running the s imu la t ion
97 # sample i s the r e s u l t o f GISAXSSample . getSample
98 # exp i s a GISAXSExperiment c l a s s
99 de f run_simulation ( sample , exp ) :
100 s imu lat i on = get_simulat ion ( exp )
101
102 i f exp . de t e c t o r_re so lu t i on :
103 r e so lu t i on_func t i on = ResolutionFunction2DGaussian ( exp . de t ec to r_re so lu t i on , exp .
de t e c t o r_re so lu t i on )
104 s imu la t ion . s e tDetec torReso lut ionFunct ion ( r e s o lu t i on_func t i on )
105
106 s imu lat i on . setSample ( sample )
107 s imu lat i on . runSimulat ion ( )
108 r e s u l t = s imula t i on . ge t Intens i tyData ( )
109 return r e s u l t
cylinders.py
cylinders.py contain the code for simulations carried out in section 2.3. Requires a working
BornAgain[11] installation to work.
cylinders.py
1 # v e r t i c a l c y l i n d e r s in hexagonal l a t t i c e
2
3 import numpy
4 import matp lo t l ib
5 import pylab
6 from bornagain import ∗
7 from D1Ba import ∗
8
9 # se t sample parameters
10 Si = 6.08 e−6
11 PS = 2.17 e−6
12 PB = 1.88 e−6
13
14 # opt i ona l : c on t ra s t
15 cont ra s t = 0 .1
16 PS = cont ra s t ∗PS
17
18 # de f i n i n g mate r i a l s
19 m_ambience = HomogeneousMaterial ( " Air " , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
20 m_substrate = HomogeneousMaterial ( " Substrate " , Si , 0 . 0 )
21 m_partic le = HomogeneousMaterial ( " Pa r t i c l e " , PS , 0 . 0 )
22 m_matrix = HomogeneousMaterial ( " Matrix " , PB, 0 . 0 )
23
24 de f get_sample_vert ica l ( th i ckne s s =250.0∗nanometer , rad iu s =15.0∗nanometer ,
25 volume_fract ion =0.7 , order_parameter =0.02 , s l i c e s =1,
26 i n t e r f e r e n c e=True ) :
27
28 # he ight o f one s l i c e
29 he ight = th i ckne s s
30
31 # determine spac ing in terms o f volume f r a c t i o n
32 spac ing = numpy . sq r t (2∗numpy . p i / volume_fract ion ) ∗ rad ius / ( 3 . 0 ∗∗ ( 1 . 0 / 4 . 0 ) )
33 numpy . d i sp ( ’HEX spac ing : ’ + s t r ( spac ing ) )
34
35 # de f i n e coherence l eng ths through order parameter
36 c lx = order_parameter∗ spac ing
37 c ly = c lx
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38
39 f f = FormFactorCylinder ( radius , he ight / s l i c e s )
40 composit ion = Part i c l eCompos i t ion ( )
41
42 f o r i in numpy . arange (0 , s l i c e s ) :
43 composit ion . addPar t i c l e ( Pa r t i c l e ( m_particle , f f ) , kvector_t (0 ,0 , i ∗ he ight / s l i c e s ) )
44
45 pa r t i c l e_ layout = Part i c l eLayout ( )
46 pa r t i c l e_ layout . addPar t i c l e ( composit ion , 1 . 0 , kvector_t ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , −he ight ) )
47
48 i f i n t e r f e r e n c e :
49 i f i n t e r f e r e n c e == ’ square ’ :
50 i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on = Inter fe renceFunct ion2DParaCrysta l . c reateSquare ( spac ing
)
51 i f i n t e r f e r e n c e == ’ hex ’ :
52 i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on = Inter fe renceFunct ion2DParaCrysta l . createHexagonal (
spac ing )
53
54 pdf = FTDistribution2DGauss ( clx , c l y )
55 i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on . s e tP r obab i l i t yD i s t r i b u t i o n s ( pdf , pdf )
56 i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on . s e t Integ ra t i onOverXi (True )
57 pa r t i c l e_ layout . addInte r f e r enceFunct ion ( i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on )
58
59 a i r_ laye r = Layer (m_ambience )
60 polymer_layer = Layer (m_matrix , he ight )
61 polymer_layer . addLayout ( pa r t i c l e_ layout )
62 subs t ra te_laye r = Layer ( m_substrate )
63
64 mult i_layer = MultiLayer ( )
65 mult i_layer . addLayer ( a i r_ laye r )
66 mult i_layer . addLayer ( polymer_layer )
67 mult i_layer . addLayer ( subs t ra te_laye r )
68
69 return mult i_layer
70
71 de f get_sample_homogeneous ( th i ckne s s =250.0∗nanometer , sigma=5∗nanometer , hurst =0.3) :
72 a i r_ laye r = Layer (m_ambience )
73 polymer_layer = Layer (m_matrix , th i ckne s s )
74 subs t ra te_laye r = Layer ( m_substrate )
75
76 roughness = LayerRoughness ( )
77 roughness . setSigma ( sigma )
78 roughness . setHurstParameter ( hurst )
79 roughness . s e tLatte ra lCorrLength ( sigma )
80
81 mult i_layer = MultiLayer ( )
82 mult i_layer . addLayer ( a i r_ laye r )
83 mult i_layer . addLayerWithTopRoughness ( polymer_layer , roughness )
84 mult i_layer . addLayer ( subs t ra te_laye r )
85
86 return mult i_layer
87
88 de f get_sample_horizontal ( rad ius =15.0∗nanometer , volume_fract ion =0.7 , order_parameter
=0.05 ,
89 l a y e r s =10, l ength =200.0∗nanometer , i n t e r f e r e n c e=True ) :
90
91 # s id e l ength t and sma l l e s t with a o f hexagon
92 t = numpy . sq r t (2∗numpy . p i / volume_fract ion ) ∗ rad iu s / ( 3 . 0 ∗∗ ( 1 . 0 / 4 . 0 ) )
93 a = numpy . sq r t ( 3 . 0 ) ∗ t /2 .0
94
95 c lx = order_parameter∗ t
96 c ly = order_parameter∗ l ength
97
98 cy l i nd e r_ f f = FormFactorCylinder ( radius , l ength )
99 cy l i nd e r = Pa r t i c l e ( m_particle , c y l i nd e r_ f f )
100
101 composit ion = Part i c l eCompos i t ion ( )
102 po s i t i o n = kvector_t (0 , 0 , 0 )
103 composit ion . addPar t i c l e ( cy l inde r , p o s i t i o n )
104
105 th i ckne s s = a+2∗ rad ius
106
107 pa r t i c l e_ layout = Part i c l eLayout ( )
108 r o t a t i on = RotationX (90 .0∗ degree )
109
110 pa r t i c l e_ layout . addPar t i c l e ( composit ion , 1 . 0 , kvector_t ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , −th i ckne s s+a/2) ,
r o t a t i on )
111 i f i n t e r f e r e n c e :
112 i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on = Inter fe renceFunct ion2DParaCrysta l ( t , length , 90 .0∗ degree ,
0 .0∗ degree )
113 pdf_x = FTDistribution2DGauss ( clx , c l y )
114 pdf_y = FTDistribution2DGauss ( clx , c l y )
115 i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on . s e tP r obab i l i t yD i s t r i b u t i o n s ( pdf_x , pdf_y )
116 i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on . s e t Integ ra t i onOverXi (True )
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117 i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on . setDomainSizes (200 .0∗micrometer , 200 .0∗micrometer )
118 pa r t i c l e_ layout . addInte r f e r enceFunct ion ( i n t e r f e r en c e_ func t i on )
119
120 a i r_ laye r = Layer (m_ambience )
121 polymer_layer = Layer (m_matrix , th i ckne s s )
122 polymer_layer . addLayout ( pa r t i c l e_ layout )
123 subs t ra te_laye r = Layer ( m_substrate )
124
125 mult i_layer = MultiLayer ( )
126 mult i_layer . addLayer ( a i r_ laye r )
127 f o r i in numpy . arange (0 , l a y e r s ) :
128 mult i_layer . addLayer ( polymer_layer )
129
130 mult i_layer . addLayer ( subs t ra te_laye r )
131
132 numpy . d i sp ( ’HEX spac ing : ’ + s t r ( t ) + ’ nm ’ )
133 numpy . d i sp ( ’ Film th i ckne s s ( ’ + s t r ( l a y e r s ) + ’ l a y e r s ) : ’ + s t r ( th i ckne s s ) + ’ nm ’ )
134 numpy . d i sp ( ’ Hor i zonta l spac ing : ’ + s t r ( a ) + ’ nm ’ )
135
136 return mult i_layer
137
138 i f __name__ == ’__main__ ’ :
139 exp = GISAXSExperiment ( )
140
141 #exp . phi_min , exp . phi_max = 0.2∗ degree , 0 .4∗ degree
142 #exp . alpha_min , exp . alpha_max = 0.0∗ degree , 0 .6∗ degree
143
144 exp .mc = False
145 exp . mc_points = 50
146
147 exp . de t e c t o r_re so lu t i on = False
148
149 exp . binx = 200
150 exp . biny = exp . binx
151
152 sample_type = ’ ho r i z on t a l ’
153
154 i f sample_type == ’ v e r t i c a l ’ :
155 sample = get_sample_vert ica l ( th i ckne s s =200.0∗nanometer , rad ius =15.0∗nanometer ,
156 volume_fract ion =0.7 , order_parameter =0.05 , s l i c e s =1,
157 i n t e r f e r e n c e=’ hex ’ )
158 i f sample_type == ’ ho r i z on t a l ’ :
159 sample = get_sample_horizontal ( rad iu s =15.0∗nanometer , volume_fract ion =0.7 ,
order_parameter =0.02 ,
160 l a y e r s =5, l ength =100.0∗nanometer , i n t e r f e r e n c e=True )
161
162 i f sample_type == ’ homogeneous ’ :
163 sample = get_sample_homogeneous ( th i ckne s s =200.0∗nanometer , sigma=5.0∗nanometer )
164
165 sample . pr intParameters ( )
166
167 output = run_simulation ( sample , exp )
168 r e s u l t = output . getArray ( ) + 1
169 p l o t_re su l t ( r e su l t , exp , " qspace " )
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